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(ABSTRACT)
Climate information is valuable in understanding the ecology of systems affecting
wildlife. This information is often unavailable at the landscape scale. This study evaluated
the applicability of several climate factor estimates at the landscape-scale, and illustrated
the usefulness of estimated climate factors in ecological investigations.
Climate variables estimated for each month of the year were solar radiation,
temperature, precipitation, and potential evapotranspiration. Map layers for combined
temperature and precipitation, and a moisture index were also created.
Accuracy of the estimates for temperature and precipitation for each 300 m x 300
m pixel were quantitatively assessed. The methods used estimated mean monthly
temperature within 1 degree C. Precipitation estimates were within 9 mm of actual
recorded value. The estimates for monthly solar radiation were qualitatively assessed, and
provided a reasonable relative index to actual solar radiation. Estimates of potential
evapotranspiration were determined to be reasonably accurate.
Landscape-scale estimated climate factors were used in 2 case studies. The first
used logistic regression to examine the importance of climate factors to the observed
distribution of 21 select forest cover-types in Virginia. The second compared the
observed climate characteristics for the distributions of 3 species of terrestrial salamanders

in Virginia. Winter temperature was the most important climate variable in determining
forest cover-type distribution. Several differences in the climate characteristics of the 3
salamander distributions were observed and discussed. The conclusions of this study were
that landscape-scale climate factors can be accurately estimated, and the estimates may be
helpful in ecological investigations.
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INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

Navarra (1979) defined the climate of a specific area as the set of statistics that describe
weather conditions during a specified interval of time. Climate represents the abiotic habitat
condition created by the long-term weather events at a given location where, through differing
temporal and spatial scales, weather drives ecological processes. Some major weather factors
that comprise climate include, but are not limited to, temperature, precipitation, pressure,
humidity, wind, evapotranspiration, and solar radiation (Thornwaite and Mather 1955). Local
climate varies in relation to topography, aspect, hydrology, and landcover (Sartz 1972, Packee
1984).
These factors have been cited as being important in understanding wildlife distribution,
species richness, and behavior (Dice 1923, DeJong 1976, Bailey 1980, Jorde 1984, Moen
1985, Owen 1990, With and Web 1993). The geographic distribution of plant communities
has also been shown to be a function of temperature and precipitation (Waring 1969,
Holdridge 1971, Whittaker 1975, Bailey 1980, Packee 1984, Woodward 1990). A detailed
review of the role of precipitation in wildlife management was given by Wajda (1993).
Anderson (1981) and Davis-Gruen (1993) provided comprehensive reviews on temperature
associations with wildlife. Lawrence (1976) did the same for solar radiation.
Ecological factors that limit the distribution of a species or community can be
considered first at a broad scale with successive increases in the levels of site-specificity.
There are many examples of models illustrating this “top-down” arrangement in the literature.
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Dale and Rauscher (1994) proposed a model for assessing impacts of climate change on
forests. The scales they used to describe forest communities were biosphere, biome, landscape,
and tree. The corresponding spatial scales for these forest communites were global, subcontinental, areas of 10 to 104 hectares, and areas <1000 m2 , respectively. Wildife seems to
respond to a finer “forest stand” (i.e., 1 to 10 hectare) scale. Daubenmire (1968) provided a
similar vegetation hierarchy in which plant communities where classified into 4 vegetation
categories, each with a different spatial scale. The 4 categoreis were vegetation region,
vegetation province, vegetation zone, and habitat type, and were defined by a different set of
ecological parameters. The “vegetation region” is defined by widespread climatic
characteristics. The greater floral community, both past and present, defines the “vegetation
province.” “Vegetation zones” are determined by local landscape characteristics. The most
site-specific classification is the “habitat type” which is defined by floristics, edaphic factors,
microclimate, and succession.
These classification hierarchies demonstrate a broad acceptance of the notion that
species presence on a specific site is a function of many factors over varying spatial scales.
Typically, climate appears as a factor at relatively broad scales. Holdridge (1967) used climate
factors to delineate “life zones” at the continental scale. He defined these zones by annual
temperature, annual precipitation, latitude, and elevation. These life zones correspond to the
major vegetation zones of the world (i.e., temperate forest, tropical forest, etc.). Subcontinental scale classification schemes incorporate more localized landscape features. At this
level, delineating vegetation communities via regional climate is more difficult (Dale and
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Rauscher 1994, Brzeziecki et al. 1993) and has rarely been completed due to constraints on
money, personnel, and time. Localized factors such as aspect, slope, and topographic shading
cause temperature, evapotranspiration, growing season, and solar radiation to vary from site to
site (Brzeziecki et al. 1993, Whittaker 1975, Waring and Franklin 1979). Water and soil
nutrient availability are examples of factors that further define or constrain species occurrence
and become more significant at the outer limits of the geographic range of a species (Waring
1969, Packee 1984). At finer scales, physiological adaptations secure a place in the local
community by enabling the species to cope with the stresses of its physical and social
environment.
Disturbance plays an important role when specific sites are being considered. Grime
(1979) found that periodic climatic disturbance is of major importance in survival of vegetation
already stressed through competition. Historical disturbance, caused by physical or
climatological mechanisms, is important in understanding how a community has reached its
current state (Whittaker 1975, Lauenroth et al. 1993). Examples of factors determining
species occurrence are found in Table 1.
The premise that climate dictates species and community distribution has been
investigated at both broad and micro scales. However, investigation of the importance of
climate at the meso, or landscape, scale is lacking. Trani (1996) defines the landscape scale as
the organizational level above that of a community and ecosystem. Much research on major
climatic zones, local nutrient and water resources, and plant and animal physiological and
behavioral
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Table 1. - Some factors determining species occurrence in a given geographic
Extrinsic Factors
Regional factors - broad geographic areas characterized by general climatic conditions
(e.g., desert, tundra, tropical forest)
- temperature regimes
- precipitation zones (mountain rain shadow, coastal rain)
- solar radiation (daylength, growing season)
Local factors - localized conditions creating areas of unique or rare conditions differing
from the region in general.
- elevation (adiabatic cooling, temperature fluctuation)
- aspect/slope (incident radiation, topographic shading)
- evapotranspiration
Resource factors - availability of materials essential to the survival of species in necessary
sequence and periodicity.
- soil nutrients (nitrogen, phosphorous, calcium)
- water (ground water storage)
Disturbance - specific events in time that affect species occurrence.
- physical disturbance (fire, clearing, damming, agriculture)
- biological disturbance (epidemic disease, alien populations)
- climatic disturbance (hurricane, flooding, global warming)
Intrinsic Factors
Adaptations - species-specific evolutionary ability for survival and reproduction.
- physiological adaptations (size, reproductive strategy, prehensile tail)
- behavioral adaptations (seasonal migration, symbiosis, omnivory, social
interaction)
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adaptations has been completed by the scientific community. This knowledge is readily
available to resource and wildlife managers (hereinafter referred to as managers). Localized
climatic data are not readily available and are often difficult, complicated, or costly to obtain.
Unfortunately, constraints on equipment, knowledge, skills, and monetary resources often
prevent managers from collecting a comprehensive on-site climatic database.
Recent advances in computer technology provide unprecedented access to information
and data (Tucker and Huber 1980). Algorithms have been developed to extrapolate climatic
factors such as temperature (Anderson 1981, Davis-Gruen 1993), precipitation (Wajda 1993),
and evapotranspiration (Stone 1988, Thornwaite and Mather 1955, Hargreaves 1994), for
areas without comprehensive weather information. These models typically require climate data
from nearby weather stations, elevation, aspect, and longitude/latitude position as input. These
models can provide site-specific climatic estimates without pre-existing data for a site.
These models, coupled with other data available in the public domain (e.g., National
Wetlands Inventory Maps and U.S. Geological Survey digital soil and elevation maps), provide
the manager with powerful information and tools to gain knowledge about the climatic
characteristics of a specific area. Climate estimation models for the typical reseource-area
project need to be readily available, with variables that can be easily obtained and understood,
to be effective in wildlife management. In addition, advances in geographic information
systems (GIS) technology allow large datasets to be manipulated and presented for analysis and
decision making.
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I used a GIS to determine several climate characteristics for the Commonwealth of
Virginia at a landscape level. I used available models and other data to produce landscape-level
climatic factor estimates which are easy to understand and apply. I also investigated the role
of climate in species and community distribution at the landscape-level through 2 case-studies.
The specific objectives of this project were:

1.

To develop or select climatic factor (solar radiation, temperature, precipitation, and
evapotranspiration) estimation models for wildlife related natural resource
management.

2.

To create climatic factor map layers to be used in a GIS for Virginia at highest
feasibile resolution.

3.

To determine if estimated climate factors can be used to estimate the distribution of
selected forest cover types and wildlife species in Virginia.

The goal of this study was to generate climate information for use in solving problems
pertaining to the management and biological study of wildlife. This study attempts to utilize
work not yet applied. Climate has long been thought to have a major influence on the
distribution of wildlife, but the localized climate data needed to test that theory at the
landscape-level is insufficient. In this project, I report information needed to test whether an
observed wildlife distribution may be analyzed as a function of localized environmental climate
factors.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Climate

Every plant and animal on Earth exists within a relatively narrow range of ecological
conditions (Ricklefs 1983). This range is defined by climate, soils, and other ecological factors.
Climate may be the most important abiotic environmental factor affecting the biotic
communities of the world (Holdridge et al. 1971, Vernberg and Vernberg 1970). The
distribution, survival, and evolution of plants and animals is directly linked to climate factors.

Climate Factors in Ecological Modeling
Climate factors have been used in numerous modeling efforts. Much of this effort has
been directed at global climate change and its affects on plants and animals (Ford 1982, Cooter
et al. 1993, Aspinall and Mathews 1994, Pakeman and Marrs 1995, Scalet et al. 1996).
Climate factors are often used widely in predictive modeling in studies ranging from predicting
the effects of forest fires (Keane et al. 1996, Latham 1994) to predicting the annual impact of
insect pests (Kemp et al. 1989, Fatzinger and Dixon 1996).
Climate factors have also been used in estimating the geographic distributions of plant
and animal communities and species. Climatic measurements have been used to predict
kangaroo species presence in parts of Australia (Walker 1990) and ground-dwelling mammals
in New South Wales (Catling and Burt 1995). Owen (1989, 1990) found that mean annual
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temperature and mean annual precipitation correlated well with mammalian species distribution
in Texas. Climatic factors are also used widely to predict the distribution of plant species and
communities (Waring 1969, Medd and Smith 1978, Brzeziecki et al. 1993, Hogg 1994,
Tchebakova et al. 1994, Hershey 1996)

Temperature
Krebs (1985) described temperature as, "... a master limiting factor to the distribution
of life on earth." It directly affects plant growth and decomposition (Lauenroth et al. 1993,
Cain 1973), and indirectly affects vegetation and ecosystem processes by affecting potential
evapotranspiration and soil water availability (Lauenroth et al. 1993). Temperature is a critical
factor in determining plant species range and reproduction (Whittaker 1975, Woodward 1990,
Cain 1973). It can affect survival, reproduction, development, and competitive ability at
different stages of any organism's life cycle (Krebs 1985). Studies dealing with the direct
relationships between wildlife and temperature are numerous. A partial summary of literature
representative of studies seeking such relationships is given in Table 2.

Precipitation
Water may be the most important factor affecting the ecology and physiology of
terrestrial organisms (Krebs 1985). Water is integral to most plant and animal bioprocesses.
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Table 2. Partial summary of literature relating temperature and wildlife (Anderson 1981 with
additions).
Mammals
Desert ground squirrels (Bartholomew and Dawson 1961)
The metabolic energy requirements of the red-backed vole (Buckner and Bergeron
1973)
Energy metabolism of the white-footed deer mouse, Peromyscus leucopus
noveboracensis after acclimation at various environmental temperatures (Hart 1953)
The influence of climate on metabolic and thermal response of infant caribou (Hart et
al. 1961)
Birds
Bioenergetics of the bobwhite (Case and Robel 1974)
Bioenergetics of the snowy owl, Nyctea scandiaca (Gesseman 1972)
Relationships of microclimate and microhabitat to American kestral nest box use and
nesting success (Rohrbaugh and Yahner 1993)
Temperature regulation and climatic adaptation in black-billed and yellow-billed
magpies (Hayworth and Wesley 1984)
Amphibians and Reptiles
Acutely measured metabolic rate-temperature curves in the cricket frog, Acris
crepitans (Dunlap 1971)
Patterns of herpetofaunal species richness: relation to temperature, precipitation, and
variance in elevation (Owen 1989)
Effects of incubation temperature on behavior of hatchling pine snakes: implications
for reptilian distribution (Burger 1991)

9

Like plants, animals have developed several anatomical, physiological, and behavioral strategies
to conserve water. Precipitation completes the hydrologic cycle by returning atmospheric
water to the surface of the earth where it is utilized by organisms. Like temperature,
precipitation is a major limiting factor at the edge of a species’ range. Table 3 presents a partial
summary of the literature pertaining to direct and indirect affects of precipitation on wildlife.
Precipitation effects on plant production are well documented and will not be included in this
review.

Solar Radiation
The sun provides the driving energy for ecological processes (Moen 1985). It also
drives wind, rain, weather systems, and erosion (Moen 1985). Solar radiation provides the
energy required for photosynthesis and transpiration which is fundamental to plant processes
(Konstantinov 1964). Photosynthesis is the primary process by which the sun’s energy is made
available to higher forms of life on Earth (Scalet 1996). As such, the amount of solar radiation
received at a location is directly related to plant growth and site productivity (Hegarty 1973,
Sheehy and Cooper 1973, McNulty 1997). Water storage and uptake is also affected by solar
radiation. Solar radiation has considerable affect on vegetation distribution and reproduction
(Williams 1990, Moen 1985, Lauenroth et al. 1993). It is beneficial to some species of fauna,
especially during periods of extreme low temperatures. Likewise, during periods of high
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Table 3. A partial list of literature dealing with the direct and indirect affects of precipitation
on wildlife (taken from Wajda 1993 with additions).
Forage Base
Effect of snow depth on mule deer in Middle Park, Colorado (Gilbert et al. 1970)
Cumulative effect of winter on acorn yield and deer body weight (Feldhammer et al.
1989)

Animal Reproduction
Populations and ecological relationships of shrews in tamarack bogs of southeastern
Manitoba (Buckner 1966)
Breeding of the perigrine falcon Falco peregrinus:III. Weather, nest quality, and
breeing success (Olsen and Olsen 1989)
Reproductive variations in the round-tailed ground squirrel as related to winter
rainfall (Reynolds and Turkowski 1972)
Spring precipitation and fluctuations in Attwater's prairie-chicken numbers: hypotheses
revisited (Peterson and Silvy 1994)
The muskoxen Ovibos moschatus in north and northeast Greenland: population trends
and the influence of abiotic parameters on population dynamics (Forchhammer and
Boertmann 1993)
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temperature, avoiding solar radiation may be integral to a species’ survival. Known solar
radiation effects on wildlife are given in Table 4.

Evapotranspiration
Evapotranspiration is a measure of the combined effects of evaporation and
transpiration from plants cycling water into the atmosphere (Rosenberg et al. 1983). Twothirds of the water falling as precipitation returns to the atmosphere before it reaches a stream,
predominantly due to evapotranspiration (ET) (Satterlund and Adams 1992, Rosenberg et al.
1983). PET, when compared directly with precipitation, can provide information about the
amount of water available to wildlife for an area. Evapotranspiration estimates can be useful
for gaining insight into the water balance and energetic states of an area. It has been used to
estimate crop production (Mackinnon et al. 1978,).
Evapotranspiration, along with temperature and precipitation, was used by Holdridge
climate-based classification schemes (Thornwaite 1948, Whittaker 1975). (1967) to classify the
major “life zones: of the world. It is also integral in other
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Table 4. Literature relating solar radiation and daylength to wildlife (Young 1993, unpubl. with
additions).
Mammals
Convergence of solar heat gain in two squirrel species with contrasting coat color
(Walsberg
1990)

Birds
The effects of artificial solar radiation on wind-stressed tufted titmice (Parus bicolor)
and Carolina chickadees (Parus carolinensis) at low temperatures (Wood and Lustic
1989)
The combined effects of air temperature, wind, and radiation on the resting metabolism
f avian raptors (Hayes and Gessamen 1980)

Amphibians
Dependence of body temperatures and evaporative water loss on environmental factors
inbasking leopard frogs (Rana pipens) (O'Conner and Tracy 1988)
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Climate Factor Estimations

Temperature
Although temperature can be measured with relative ease in the field, gaining
knowledge about the differences in temperature over an area is difficult. Because of this,
temperature data for specific locations is often interpolated for locations without operational
thermometers. Temperature estimated through interpolation has been found to be close to
actual temperatures measured with thermometers. Other methods of estimating temperatures
for a given location have been developed through linear regression techniques and trend
surface modeling. Temperature models designed specifically for Virginia are available
(Anderson 1981, Davis-Gruen 1993). These models examined several independent variables
and their relationship to temperature. Variables were tested and their usefulness in modeling
temperature evaluated. These variables were then used to develop models for monthly
temperature measures such as maximum, minimum, and mean temperature. The number of
variables changed for different months and different temperature measures.

Precipitation

A model for determining rainfall in Virginia has been formulated (Wajda 1993). It
requires site factors similar to the Davis-Gruen temperature model. Most readers can recall
experiences in which precipitation has varied significantly over short distances, thus estimation
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is difficult and many variables exist. Wajda’s models in many cases did not adequately estimate
precipitation and they where often difficult to interpret. She used 15 reference weather stations
in the regressions. Her regional work severely limits the application of the resulting models in
other areas of the state. However, her models did find some topographic variables which were
significant in determining precipitation.

Solar Radiation
Short-wave solar radiation penetrates the atmosphere as both direct-beam and diffusebeam radiation. It is either absorbed or reflected as long-wave radiation. Albedo is the
measure of reflectivity of a surface to incoming radiation. Solar energy at the surface of the
earth (insolation) that is absorbed is converted to heat or used in other processes such as
evaporation (Countryman 1978: part 5). Water has a high specific heat and changes
temperature more slowly than landform. This lag can produce localized temperatures that
differ from surrounding areas. Insolation is greatest when the surface is perpendicular to the
incoming radiation (Countryman 1978: part 4). At various times of the year, land surfaces with
southerly aspects are exposed to insolation close to perpendicular. This creates a warming
situation of importance to localized climate. Cloud cover and other atmospheric conditions
such as pollution, haze, or fog can greatly affect insolation (Campbell and Stephenson 1977).
Solar energy can be estimated (Swift and Knoerr 1973, Szeicz 1974, Campbell and
Stephenson 1977). Many models utilize the predictability of the movement of the Earth around
the sun, and the rotation of the Earth to determine seasonal insolation and daylength.
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Insolation for both sloped and horizontal surfaces can be measured if the date, time, and
latitude are known (Campbell and Stephenson 1977, Lawrence 1976, Kaufman and
Weatherred 1982, Kondratyev 1977). Variables to determine insolation often include latitude,
Julian date, time of day, slope, aspect, and cloud cover. Areas affected by slope-aspect and
topographic shading are of particular interest to the manager since they often provide habitat
conditions that differ from the surrounding flat regions.
Computer programs to estimate solar radiation are available (Lawrence 1976).
Advances in computer-aided spatial analysis have created accurate digital elevation models
(DEM) which are also being used to estimate insolation (Ollinger et al. 1995).

Evapotranspiration
There are two general methods of estimating evapotranspiration in an area; the
hydrologic method and the meteorological method (Rosenberg et al. 1983). The hydrology of
an area can be described by the following equation:

P = RO + ET +S

where P is precipitation, RO is runoff, and S is the storage capacity of ground water
(Satterlund and Adams1992, Johnson et al. 1969). It is important to note that S can be
negative, depending on the current state of the ground (Satterlund and Adams1992).
Adjusting the equation to estimate ET:
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ET = P - RO ± S

Accurate estimations of ET using a hydrologic method are not feasible for the average
manager. Data sets for the watershed must be comprehensive and must be collected for many
years if results are to have any meaning. The cost in both time and money is too great to
perform such studies in most situations.
The other method uses micrometeorological variables to estimate ET. Most equations
are variations on the Penman-Monteith equation:

PCp
( es − e )
ra
rc
∆ + γ + (1 + )
ra

∆ Rn +
ET =

where:

ET = actual evapotranspiration
Rn = net radiation
∆ = the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve at air
temperature t
γ = the psychometric constant
P = the density of air
Cp = the specific heat of air at a constant pressure
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ra and rc = the aerodynamic and canopy resistance
es and e = the saturation and actual vapor pressures
This equation has been found to give good estimates of evapotranspiration over various
surfaces (Allen 1986, Morton 1983, Essery and Wilcock 1990, Lemeur and Zhang 1990).
Although data for precipitation might be available, estimates of total runoff and ground water
holding capacity are difficult to obtain. Likewise, the Penman equation would be difficult to
use due to its complexity and the availability of the data required.
Because of the difficulty of estimating ET, Thornwaite (1948) began to work with
potential evapotranspiration (PET) in climatic region determination. PET is the amount of
water that would be lost to the atmosphere if an unlimited supply of water were available. His
work was primarily in agriculture, but his equation for estimating potential evapotranspiration
is widely used:

PET = Cta

PET is a monthly measure, t is the monthly mean temperature, and C and a are locational
constants. With this estimate, potential evapotranspiration can be directly compared to
precipitation to determine periods of moisture deficiency when the ground water state is known
(Thornwaite and Mather 1955). Areas with wet and dry seasons or cold seasons of low water
requirement, like Virginia, experience various periods of water stress. Periods of precipitation
exceeding water-need with full storage indicate a water surplus. Periods of drying, when soil
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moisture and precipitation are depleted by ET, diminish soil water storage, lower actual
evapotranspiration, and increase moisture deficiency (Thornwaite and Mather 1955). Another
period may occur when precipitation exceeds ET and soil water is recharged. Soil moisture
holding capacity depends on the type and depth of the soil layer. Soil drying also causes an
increase in the resistance of remaining water to ET, thus decreasing the rate of ET. Under field
storage capacity conditions, actual ET will approach PET until water is lost. ET will then
approach zero until precipitation is again available. When water is available, ET will return to
approximately PET level.
Many more empirical macrometeorological estimates for PET are available,
(Hargreaves 1983, Hamon 1963) and have been found to be adequate in measuring PET
(Satterlund and Adams 1992, Cuff and Thompson 1967). Most of these equations contain
measures of solar radiation and temperature. Stone (1988) used the Thornwaite equation in a
simple BASIC computer program that requires only Julian date, temperature, and daylength
data as input.
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METHODS AND PROCEDURES

There are many important weather variables that make up climate (Navarra 1979). It is
impossible to assign “importance” to climate factors when considering a vast array of biological
systems. Different factors are important at a variety of spatial and temporal scales and may
become more or less important when considered in combination. As a group, climate factors
are clearly involved with life processes. Climate plays a particularly interesting role in the
distribution of communities and species. Dice (1923) proposed temperature, precipitation,
evapotranspiration, humidity, wind, and light as major variables important for delineating life
zones.
A great amount of time, effort, and money are required to collect even the most
general weather data. Despite advances in computer technology and data storage, obtaining a
complete climatic database for a particular site is still impractical for the wildlife manager.
Aditionally, bringing every climate variable into a database is time consuming and expensive.
One intent of this project has been to provide a procedure that is useful and practical for the
average manager. Only the climatic variables thought (based on litrerature) or hypothesized to
be most important to the distribution of a variety of species were selected for this study.
In this study, I describe the methods used to select climate factors to estimate, how the
estimates were obtained, and how the estimates may be used to examine forest cover-type and
salamander distribution.
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Estimation of Climate Variables and Base Data

Computer Equipment
All climate estimates were obtained with a PC-based system using hardware and
software comparable to equipment readily available to most managers. The TNT-MIPS
(MicroImages, Inc., 201 North 8th Street, Suite 15, Lincoln, Nebraska 68508-1347)
software provided for all programming and operating requirements. All estimates were
generated with a Pentium 90 MHz processor. The processing time required to run model
estimating software varied between 24-72 hours for completion. The largest obstacle to
this endeavor was data storage. Even with resampled DEMs, the storage space required
to hold climate data for 12 months of estimations for 5 climate variables was in excess of 1
gigabyte of disk space. This may prove limiting for managers with average computer
resources. Further advancements in processor speed and storage space will make studies
of this type more accessible to managers in the near future.
All base geographic and climatic data used for this study are available to the
public. DEMs are now available for most of the United States as are climate data. These
data are either free or are relatively inexpensive. Recently, many more climate data
collection stations are making their data available over the Internet. This trend is expected
to continue and will further improve the ease and practicality of using these techniques.
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Selection of Climate Variables
I selected temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, and evapotranspiration for this
study. Temperature and precipitation appear to be the most important and frequently used
climatic variables in the wildlife literature. Both temperature and precipitation are monitored
at most meteorological stations, and the data are readily available. Solar radiation was chosen
because it is a key element in ecology (Odum 1971, Colinvaux 1986). Solar radiation can also
be estimated with relative ease. Evapotranspiration provides the information needed to
understand water budgets essential to all life. Evapotranspiration is not easily measured in the
field, however, potential evapotranspiration can be extrapolated from temperature calculations.
It is important to realize that all climatic variables are affected by the others, so no one
variable is truly independent. For example, precipitation events may induce a reduction in
temperature and the associated cloud cover will reduce solar radiation. However, each variable
does provide the manager with insight to particular climate conditions that affect wildlife.
Certain variables become limiting under differing conditions. For example, evapotranspiration
reduces water available to plants when precipitation does not meet the holding capacity of the
soil (Thornwaite and Mather 1955). Thus, plants and animals may be faced with a water
deficit. If precipitation is excessive, however, evapotranspiration may no longer affect plant or
animal survival, and precipitation itself may become a stressor .
I used digital elevation models (DEM) as the base data for this study (Fig. 1).
Files of 1:250,000 series DEMs for Virginia were obtained from the U.S. Geological
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Survey (USGS). These data are readily available for the state of Virginia and provide
geographic as well as topographic information needed. DEMs provide elevation data
analogous to paper topographic maps, but in a digital raster format. The raw files were
imported and georeferenced using metadata provided with the DEM. Once DEMs were in
the correct form, they were used to estimate solar radiation, temperature, precipitation,
potential evapotranspiration, and to create other map layers. Climate factors were
estimated at a pixel dimension of 300 m x 300 m for the entire state of Virginia.
Equations were then used to create maps of estimated temperature, precipitation, solar
radiation, and potential evapotranspiration. Details of the above procedures will be
discussed later in this section. The resulting estimation maps were assessed for accuracy
when possible.
Climate factors of different temporal scales were also addressed. It is difficult to
determine which interval of data is appropriate in a study such as this one. Climate affects
distribution at life-span, annual, monthly, and instantaneous temporal scales. For
example, forest tree occurrence may be dictated by long-term mean winter temperatures,
mean monthly minimum temperatures, or a single incidence of severe cold. In addition,
timing of such events is critical to survival and may further confound climate factor
analysis. Trees may be more susceptible to cold temperatures as seedlings than as
established adults. I chose monthly measurements for this study because variation in
found in shorter time intervals is eliminated (i.e., hourly or daily), dynamic seasonal and
annual climate analysis is provided, and much data are readily available at this scale.
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Digital Elevation Models
Three arc-second DEMs were used to create the base data layer used in this study.
The images I used correspond to the Landsat TM satellite row/path image corners and had
a pixel dimension of 30 m x 30 m. These raster images were created from resampled
1:250,000 DEMs with pixel dimensions of 3 arc-seconds x 3 arc-seconds (which is
approximately 90 m x 90*cos[latitude] m). Eight images were required to obtain
coverage for the entire state. All images were georeferenced to Zone 17 of the Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) system. Areas of Virginia east of -78 degrees longitude are
more correctly represented by the Zone 18 UTM model. These areas were reprojected to
Zone 17 to simplify their use in the models. Zone 17 UTM coordinates were used for
every image in all calculations. Latitude and longitude coordinates were used for NOAA
weather station location. All forest cover type and species vector data were projected in
UTM Zone17.
I decided that 30 x 30 m pixel images would be inadequate for this study. The
large scale of the study (over 360 million pixels for Virginia), constraints on available disk
space, and limitations on available machine time precluded using of 30 x 30 m DEMs.
However, resampling heterogeneous images to a more coarse scale always results in a loss
of data. Data are lost when several pixels are aggregated to create one resultant pixel. To
minimize data loss, semivariograms were created and used to select an optimal pixel size,
one incurring a minimal amount of data loss while maintaining the lowest spatial resolution
possible.
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Semivariograms illustrate semivariance as a function of increasing spatial scale.
Semivariance describes the way variance changes between 2 data points as a function of
spatial scale (Oliver and Webster 1986). When data are scale-dependent, the traditional
semivariance line increases exponentially to a point beyond which it becomes asymptotic
to the sill. This point on the graph is located at the pixel size point where variability is no
longer a function of spatial scale. For example, two cases may be illustrated: a valley and
a flat plain. If the distance from ridge to valley floor was 1 km and the pixel resolution is
30 m, then the elevations would be represented by over 30 pixels, each representing the
elevation at that point. The semivariance from pixel 1 to pixel n increases dramatically as
the observer approaches the valley floor. The same linear distance on the plain would
result in little change in semivariance. If the same 2 areas are represented by pixels of 90
m, then there are only about 11 pixels, yet the semivariance still increases in a line from the
ridge to the valley floor and remains unchanged for the plain. If pixel size is increased to a
size of 1 km, one value would represent the entire valley or plain area. The semivariance
at this point would remain unchanged. This is the scale at which topographic variability
has been eliminated.
The semivariogram for this study was created by resampling the DEMs to larger
pixels sizes by 30 m increments. A pixel size of 480 meters was considered to be the
maximum acceptable pixel size for this study. Semivariance increased without reaching a
sill within acceptable pixel dimensions for this investigation, indicating that data will
continue to be lost as larger pixels are created. Such data loss will be more significant in
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the western portion than in the eastern part of the state which tends to be more
topographically diverse. We qualitatively determined that a pixel size of 300 m by 300 m
would be used for this study. This scale should provide estimates which would be
biologically meaningful for the entire state, minimize loss of data without resolution, and
lessen the computational load on the computer significantly.
After the DEMs were resampled, they were used in all climate factor estimation
procedures. The resulting climate estimation layers were then joined together to form one
single mosaic that encompassed the entire state of Virginia.

Solar Radiation

Radiation is a measure of the total amount of energy received on a surface. I
defined monthly solar radiation as the sum of the amount of solar energy received at solar
noon at a point on the surface of the Earth for all days of a calendar month. Monthly solar
radiation images were created from the resampled state-wide 300 m pixel elevation data
using the Swift and Luxmoore (1973) method for calculating solar radiation on horizontal
and sloping surfaces. This method required an estimate of solar radiation on horizontal
surfaces and a ratio to determine how much radiation falls on identically located sloping
surfaces (Appendix 1 contains the programs used in this method).
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Solar Radiation Estimation Procedure
Actual horizontal solar radiation was determined by using the Budyko (1974)
equation as presented by Lawrence (1976). It requires inputs of insolation with cloudless
skies (Budyko 1974:46-47) , cloud cover, and empirical coefficients for Virginia latitudes
(Budyko 1974:48). The equation is presented as:

Rg = Rp × ( 1- ( ac + bc2)

where Rg is global radiation, Rp is the total surface insolation with cloudless skies, a and b
are empirical coefficients, and c is cloud cover. Monthly cloud cover and latitude were
needed to estimate monthly horizontal insolation. Latitude values for each pixel were
available from the georeferenced DEM, but cloud cover for Virginia was not readily
available.
Several options existed for obtaining cloud cover. A constant cloud cover value
(e.g., 50%) could have also been used to create a relative solar radiation estimate for the
state. Daily presence/absence of precipitation could be translated into a cloud cover
estimate. This would have been preferable to a constant cloud cover value because it
allows for a more localized estimate. I estimated the cloudiness by interpolating the
monthly cloudiness index for the state using known values as reported for 7 cities within
Virginia and the surrounding States (Locations are given in Table 5). Knapp et al. (1980)
provided values for the global cloudiness index, KT (Liu and Jordan 1960). This method
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Table 5. Cities used to estimate the global cloudiness index Kt (Liu and Jordan 1960) as
presented in Knapp et. al (1980). All UTM coordinates are in UTM zone 17 projection.
Station Name

State

Roanoke
Richmond
Norfolk
Greensboro
Knoxville
Patuxant
Charleston

VA
VA
VA
NC
TN
MD
WV

UTM Easting

UTM Northing

626038
836850
936970
628808
265044
916197
468487

4116691
4134727
4054738
3990240
3930270
4235147
4230080
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was the most appealing, since it provided a direct estimate of cloud cover. Cloudiness for
each pixel was interpolated from known cloudiness index values at each of the 7 cities
weighted by distance with an inverse-distance weighting algorithm. This algorithm will be
explained in the section on estimating temperature. I feel the cloud cover estimate is
adequate for this study because of the relatively small change in cloudiness between the 7
cities used and the demonstrated effectiveness of the inverse distance weighting algorithm.
Monthly horizontal radiation was then calculated for each pixel using the spatial
manipulation language (SML) package provided in TNT-MIPS. The program used in this
step is provided in Appendix 1.
Once actual monthly horizontal solar radiation was obtained, a value for the
potential insolation on sloping surfaces was needed. This required inputs of 2 variables
available from the DEM: slope in percent and aspect in degrees from North. Calculations
of these variables were made by running modules provided in TNT-MIPS. Pixels in the
maps were then classified into different slope, aspect, and latitude class combinations.
Aspect was placed into 8 45-degree classes, slope from 0 to 90 degrees into 2-degree
interval classes, and latitude into 0.5-degree interval classes. Discrete values for each
class were needed to place each class combination in a reference table. For each of the
classes, I calculated solar radiation for each day in the solar cycle from maximum daily
solar radiation (Julian day 173, or June 21) to minimum daily solar radiation (Julian day
355, or December 21). These values were obtained using a C++ program I wrote
designed after the FORTRAN program provided by Lawrence (1976: Appendix III). The
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potential solar radiation on each slope-aspect-latitude combination was calculated, and the
results were written to an ASCII file. These data are then imported to a format
understandable by TNT-MIPS and used as a “reference table” in calculating of actual solar
radiation on slopes.
The final calculation in the Swift and Luxmoore method is to develop a ratio of
potential solar radiation falling on a horizontal surface to a sloping surface at the same
location. This ratio was multiplied by the actual horizontal radiation estimate obtained
from the Budyko formulation to obtain the estimated solar radiation on the slope. The
equation is as follows:

Actual SRslope =

Potential SRslope
× Actual SRhoriz.
Potential SRhoriz.

Each daily value was summed for each month and was output to another raster. Each cell
was assigned an estimate of the total amount of solar radiation that was likely to have been
received per square-meter during that month. Daily mean insolation may be obtained by
dividing this number by approximatly 30. Results were given in units of W/m2, but other
studies have reported solar radiation in units of Kilogram-calories per unit area (Kcal/m2)
or langleys (ly)(0.1 Kcal/m2 = 1 ly).
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Temperature

I attempted to apply models for estimating mean monthly temperature from DavisGruen (1993) for this study. However, pilot studies using these models did not yield the
desired level of accuracy or ease of calculation desired in this project. The complexity of using
12 separate equations (each month required an equation for mean monthly maximum), each
with different input variables precluded their use. Davis-Gruen’s equations were obtained from
data collected at 15 weather stations in central Virginia. This small number limited the
applicability of these models to the entire state. However, Davis-Gruen’s models did illustrate
the importance of data collected at surrounding weather stations. The distance-weighted
variable she used explained the majority of the variability in all 12 equations. I hypothesized
that if more weather stations were used to estimate temperature using this procedure estimates
might be improved, but variability would increase with an expanding area related to more
stations.

Distance Weighting Algorithm
Inverse distance weighting of the mean of a variable from a set of known values is
used to interpolate values of the variable for locations for which there are no data.
Distance-weighted mean values explained the most variability in temperature estimation
equations developed by Davis-Gruen (1993) and precipitation estimation equations by
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Wajda (1993). The distance weighting variable is based on the Pythagorean Theorem, and is
determined by:

dji = dij = [(LATi-LATj)2 + (LONGi-LONGj)2]-2

This equation was used to obtain distance values for the 5 closest weather stations to any pixel
being studied. The values were then weighted to favor the data from the closest stations by the
equation:

5

∑ WT = (w
i

ij

× tj )

j =1

where j represents one of the 5 closest stations to the study site i, tj is the measured
temperature at station j, and wij is the weight variable calculated from:

wij =

f (dij)
5

∑ f (d )
ij

j=1

and the function, f(dij) is the inverse distance:

f(dij) = 1/dij
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Data collected from stations located closer to the point of interest are expected to have
values closer to the actual value that would be observed there. Thus, “close” stations have
greater influence on the estimate produced than more distant ones.

Temperature Estimation Procedure
I devised a procedure to estimate monthly temperature values for each of the 300
m square pixels of Virginia. Monthly mean temperature values were calculated for each
pixel by interpolating temperatures from data collected at the 5 closest NOAA weather
data collection stations (as described above). The inverse-distance algorithm was used to
estimate the monthly temperature value at the pixel of interest from the data recorded for
the appropriate month at each of the 5 reference stations. Before interpolation, each
temperature measure was adjusted to correspond to that of the elevation at the pixel of
interest. An adiabatic cooling rate of 0.6 degrees Celsius (Olgyay 1973, Cox and Moore
1980) is commonly used for mountainous regions of the East. However, the scale at
which this value was created was thought to be too broad to address temperature
correction at the scale of this study. Adiabatic cooling rate was estimated for each pixel
based on the difference in temperature and elevation from stations with the highest and
lowest elevation among the 5 closest to the pixel of interest. The equation used for this
calculating cooling rate, Rc, was:
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Rc=|(ELEVhigh-ELEVlow)/(TEMPhigh-TEMPlow)| x 100

where ELEVhigh is the elevation (in meters) of the highest weather station, ELEVlow is the
elevation of the lowest weather station, and TEMPhigh and TEMPlow are the corresponding
temperature values recorded at those stations. The resulting absolute value is then
multiplied by 100 to give the pixel-specific adiabatic cooling rate in degrees per 100-meter
change in elevation.
The temperature at each pixel was corrected for its difference in elevation from the
known temperature at the closest weather stations by adding or subtracting the correction
value. For example, if a weather station was 150 m lower in elevation than the pixel of
interest, and the temperature recorded at the station was 40 degrees F, and the pixelspecific adiabatic cooling rate (Rc) was determined to be 0.54 degrees/100 m, then the
adjusted temperature would be:

T = -0.81 + 40 = 39.19

Each adjusted temperature value (e.g., 39.19) was used in the distance-weighting
algorithm. Temperature data from 87 weather stations in Virginia, West Virginia,
Maryland, Kentucky, and North Carolina obtained from NOAA Climate Series no. 81
were used for reference (Appendix 5). The longitude, latitude, and elevation of each
station were imported into TNT-MIPS as a data table. Mean monthly temperature values
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for each station were loaded into another reference data table and imported into TNTMIPS. The SML program used to calculate monthly temperatures can be found in
Appendix 2.
The accuracy of the estimated temperature maps was evaluated by comparing
known temperatures from 13 stations previously set aside from the analysis and not used
as reference stations. In addition, temperatures recorded at 3 data collectors operated by
the National Park Service in Shanandoah National Park were also used for accuracy
assessment (Table 6). I tested the null hypothesis that the difference between the actual
recorded temperature and the estimated temperature did not diiffer significantly from 0 (αlevel of 0.01) by comparing the estimated value from the pixel where the reference station
occurred to the actual value recorded at the station using a rank-sum test of the
differences.

Precipitation

I decided not to use the precipitation equations provided by Wajda (1993) for the
same reasons cited for not using temperature equations from Davis-Gruen. Reasonable
estimates of precipitation could be obtained through interpolation from known points if
the number of reference stations and the statewide distribution of those stations was
sufficient. After reviewing the data available for monthly mean precipitation through
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Table 6.- Geographic location in decimal degrees and elevation in meters of the (NOAA)
weather stations used to assess the accuracy of temperature estimates from the
TEMPEST SML program. Geographic and elevation data are taken from NOAA
Climatography of the United States No. 81 1961-1990 and from Shenandoah National
Park data files.
Station
Buchanan
Colonial Beach
Crozier
Grundy
Manassas
Marion Evaporation Station
Martinsville
Oyster
Staffordsville
Stony Creek
Tye River
Washington
Woodstock
SVBM
SVDR
SVSR

Latitude
37.53
38.25
37.63
37.27
38.78
36.82
36.70
37.28
37.27
36.92
37.63
38.67
38.90
78.44
78.20
78.83

Longitude
79.68
76.97
77.80
82.08
77.50
81.52
79.88
75.93
80.72
77.35
78.93
78.18
78.47
38.52
38.86
38.11

Elevation (m)
268
3
91
357
101
640
232
8
594
21
219
195
201
1073
610
445
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NOAA, I decided to use an inverse-distance-weight-squared algorithm to estimate
monthly precipitation for every pixel in the State.

Precipitation Estimation Procedure
The distance-weighting algorithm (described above) was used to estimate mean
monthly precipitation for the entire State at the 300 m x 300 m pixel level. The equation
used was the same as that used for estimating temperature, with the exception that I
squared each distance used in the distance-weighting algorithm. Because no other
modifier was used for estimating precipitation (e.g., elevation, latitude), the inversedistance-squared equation was used. This method dramatically increases the influence of
weather stations closer to the pixel of interest. As the squared-distance increases, the
denominator, and thus its contibution to the estimate, decreases. Precipitation is known to
vary over small distances (e.g., a watershed), so it seems prudent to increase the influence
of the closest known points on the estimate. Like temperature, statewide precipitation
was obtained using monthly mean precipitation data from 133 NOAA weather stations in
Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina, and Kentucky (Appendix 5). The
large number of weather stations collecting precipitation data in Virginia and the
surrounding States also contributes to the applicability of the inverse-distance-squared
algorithm. This algorithm decreases the interpolation distance to any unknown point and
increases the probability of a uniform distribution of known points surrounding the point
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of interest. Appendix 3 contains the TNT-MIPS SML program used to generate the
precipitation map.
The accuracy of the estimated mean monthly precipitation map was evaluated by
comparing estimates of precipitation for points with actual precipitation data. These data
were obtained from stations purposefully omitted from use as reference stations in the
estimation procedure (Table 7). The null hypothesis tested was that the mean monthly
precipitation recorded at weather stations did not differ significantly from the estimated
value for the pixel corresponding to that weather station. The null hypothesis was tested
at the 0.01 α-level with a signed-rank test (SAS Institute Inc., Box 8000, SAS Circle,
Cary, NC 27511-8000).

Potential Evapotranspiration

Potential evapotranspiration (PET) was estimated using equations from
Thornwaite and Mather(1957). Estimates of monthly PET can be obtained with mean
monthly temperature and latitude of the point of interest. These values are needed to
create reference tables analogous to heat index and potential evapotranspiration provided
in Thornwaite and Mather. Heat index is a measure they used to incorporate temperature
into the PET estimate. The values required for estimating PET in Virginia were entered
into an ASCII file, then imported to a TNT-MIPS raster file to be referenced by the SML
program created to estimate PET (Appendix 4).
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Table 7.- Geographic location in decimal degrees and elevation in meters of the (NOAA)
weather stations used to assess the accuracy of the PRECIPEST SML program. All
geographic and elevation data are taken from NOAA Climatography of the United States
No. 81 1961-1990.

Station Name
Back Bay
Buena Vista
Chatham
Concord
Dale Enterprise
Floyd
Hillsville
Independence
Louisa
Montebello
Oyster
Pulaski
Staffordsville
Walkerton
Warsaw
Woodstock

Latitude

Longitude

36.67
37.73
36.82
37.28
38.45
36.93
36.73
36.65
38.03
37.88
37.28
37.05
37.27
37.75
37.98
38.90

75.92
79.35
79.40
78.97
78.93
80.30
80.73
81.18
78.00
79.13
75.93
80.75
80.72
77.05
76.77
78.47
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Potential Evapotranspiration Estimation Procedure
I used mean monthly temperature to locate a heat index value (Tables 1 and 2 in
Thornwaite and Mather (1957)). This value is 0 for months with a mean temperature
below 0 degrees Celsius, because no transpiration occurs under this condition. These
values are summed over the entire year to obtain an annual heat index value. The annual
heat index value is used to reference a value for the unadjusted PET. The monthly mean
temperature is also used to reference a base daily unadjusted PET (from Tables 3 and 4 in
Thornwaite and Mather (1957)). These values are then further adjusted for month and
day length by multiplying a corresponding correction factor given in Tables 6 and 7 from
Thornwaite and Mather (1957), resulting in the estimates of adjusted monthly PET.
Stone (1988) wrote a BASIC computer program to estimate PET using data input
directly by a user. This program was used as a guide for writing a SML script. I wrote an
SML program that uses the monthly mean temperature calculated for each pixel and the
latitude at which the pixel occurs to references the correct data in the raster files
corresponding to Thornwaite and Mather’s tables for heat index and unadjusted PET. The
monthly PET was calculated and written into a new raster for each calendar month.

Combining Climate Layers

The power of creating and using these climatic factors in a GIS is that different
layers of climate estimates can be combined to create new information. These layers may
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provide information that was heretofore impossible to attain. Two or more climate factors
have been combined to create indices (Carter and Mather 1955, Holdridge 1971). Climate
factors have also been plotted against each other to delineate climate zones (Holdridge
1971) and to create climatographs used in habitat evaluation (Odum 1971).
In this study, I chose to create some additional map layers from the 4 factors
modeled. These maps can be created in any combination. I chose to create a moisture
index and a temperature/precipitation class combination.

Moisture Index
I used the Moisture Index given by Carter and Mather (1966) to assist in
separating forest cover types. It provides a single measure to examine the relative amount
of precipitation that coincides with periods of high water need (i.e., high rates of PET).
This index is obtained by combining precipitation and PET data over the entire year. The
general equation is :
MI =

Ws − Wd
PETa

where Ws, annual surplus water, is calculated by summing all months with a positive
difference between precipitation and PET, and Wa , annual water deficit, is calculated by
summing the water deficit for all months where PET exceeded precipitation. Annual PET
(PETa) is the sum total units of PET for the entire year. This equation was incorporated
into a TNT-MIPS SML program and calculated for each 300 m2 pixel in the entire State.
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Thornwaite (1955) used the Moisture Index to delineate climatic types for North
America, based on humidity. Table 8 provides the values and associated humidity classes.
Moisture Index values obtained in this study were qualitatively compared to those
assigned by Thornwaite.
A SML program was written to record the precipitation and moisture index value
for each pixel where the cover type occurred. Forest cover types were then placed on a
scatter plot diagram with Annual PET (mm) and Moisture Index (as illustrated by Carter
and Mather (1966).

Temperature and Precipitation
These 2 factors may have more influence over community and species distribution
than any other. As such, the combination of the 2 may yield useful information about the
climate of a specific location (such as a pixel). I created a map of these 2 combined
factors by breaking each into 5 separate classes, then combining the classes in a final map.
Mean annual temperature and mean annual precipitation were used. These maps were
broken into 5 classes by dividing the range of their respective values by 5. These values
were then combined in a final map to create 25 separate temperature-precipitation classes
ranging from cold-dry to warm-wet.
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Table 8. Climate type classification of areas from Thornwaite (1955) based on Moisture
Index values.
Climatic Type
Perhumid (A)
Humid (B4)
Humid (B3)
Humid (B2)
Humid (B1)
Moist subhumid (C2)
Dry subhumid (C1)
Semiarid (D)
Arid (E)

Moisture Index
100+
80-100
60-80
40-60
20-40
0-20
-33.3-0
-66.7- -33.4
-100 - -66.8
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Climatic Variables as Estimators of Community and Species Distributions

For the purposes of this study, I sought to demonstrate that estimated climate
variables can be used by wildlife or natural resource professionals. I investigated the
utility of these data in two case studies. In the first study I used climate factors to predict
the distribution of several major forest cover-types in Virginia, and to determine which
climate factors are significant in the observed distribution of forest communities in
Virginia. The second case study examined the climatic characteristics for the distributions
of 3 species of terrestrial salamanders in Virginia.

Forest Cover Type Distributions

In order to investigate the role of climate in forest cover type distribution, I needed
the locations of various forest cover types in Virginia. Once forest types were located,
then the climate variables for those locations could be analyzed. These values were then
placed into an ASCII file which was used as input to SAS (SAS Institute 1988). Logistic
regression techniques were used to determine which monthly climatic factors were
significant in determining forest cover type distribution in Virginia.
Forest cover type distribution data were obtained from the Eastwide Forest
Inventory and Analysis (FIA) data base produced by the U.S. Forest Service (Hansen et
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al. 1992). The FIA database contains plot locations for 31 different forest cover types in
Virginia. Of these types, 21 are found on more than 20 plots (Table 9.).
Cover types were extracted from the main database and exported to ARCINFO
(Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., 380 New York Street, Redlands, CA
92373). These points were grouped into single forest cover types and exported to TNTMIPS. Each cover type was converted into a binary raster layer corresponding to the base
DEM layer for the state of Virginia. Pixels containing FIA plots with the given forest
cover type were assigned a value of 1, and all others were assigned a value of 0
(henceforth referred to as a bitmap). These bitmaps allowed me to determine which pixels
contained a given forest cover-type.
Plot coordinates were provided in latitude/longitude seconds rounded to the
nearest 100 sec. (Hansen et al. 1992). The U.S.F.S. introduces error to the plot locations
to protect the locations of the plot. This can provide a source of error for prediction
models by placing the plot in the wrong pixel which results in incorrectly recording climate
estimates. This error is unavoidable unless actual plot locations are provided. The 300 m
pixel size used in this study should reduce the effect of this imposed spatial error because
climate values will not differ greatly over such a short distance.
The bitmaps were used to extract values of climatic variables for each cover type.
I located pixels containing a given forest cover-type with a SML program and recorded
the climate variables for that pixel in an ASCII file.
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Table 9. List of forest cover-types modeled and the number of FIA plots used for each logistic regression procedure.
Forest Cover-type

White Pine
Loblolly Pine
Shortleaf Pine
Virginia Pine
White Pine-Red Oak -White Ash
Shortleaf Pine-Oak
Virginia Pine-Southern Red Oak
Loblolly Pine-Hardwood
Chestnut Oak
White Oak-Northern Red Oak-Hickory
White Oak
N. Red Oak
Yellow Poplar-White Oak-Northern Red Oak
Sweetgum-Yellow Poplar
Mixed Central Hardwood
Sweetgum-Nuttall Oak-Willow Oak
Sugarberry-Elm-Ash
Sweetbay-Swamp Tupelo- Red Maple
River Birch-Sycamore
Sugar Maple-Beech-Yellow Birch
Eastern Redcedar

Number in climate factor
estimation presence set

Number of plots in an
absence set

38
593
35
218
61
36
141
243
249
530
39
20
575
246
765
52
31
44
58
31
24

398
336
398
377
393
395
388
376
373
342
n/a
399
357
376
313
398
397
400
395
394
n/a
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I extracted climate information for each pixel containing a desired cover type with
an SML program. This program created an ASCII text file that recorded the 12 months of
mean monthly temperatures, the June and December total monthly solar radiation, the
annual amount of PET, moisture index, and 12 estimates of mean monthly precipitation
for each pixel containing the cover type of interest.
I analyzed the importance of each variable (Table 10) in the geographic
distribution of that cover-type and developed an equation to estimate occurrence
probabilities of that cover type over the landscape. I used climate data from the given
cover-type as “presence” data and all other forest type climate data for the “absence” set.
Analyses of climate variables were accomplished through stepwise logistic regression
techniques available with the PROC LOGISTIC procedure provided in SAS (SAS manual
1990). This procedure supplied an equation and and estimate of the relative importance of
each climate variable to the distribution of points with and without the forest cover-type of
interest.
I used concordance values provided by SAS to determine which models would be
appropriate for identifying important climate factors. This statistic provides the percentage
of pairs which exhibit the expected relationship between points described as presence and
absence. The probability value for occurrence from the regression should be higher at a
presence pixel than absence pixels. The concordance measure reports what portion of the
total number of pairs exhibits the expected relationship. High values indicate a good
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Table 10. Abbreviations used for climate factors in logistic regression equations.
Variable
Name

Definition

ELEV
MOIST
ANNPET
SP_PRCP
SU_PRCP
FA_PRCP
WI_PRCP
SP_TEMP
SU_TEMP
FA_TEMP
WI_TEMP
DEC_SR
JUN_SR

elevation (m)
moisture index
annual potential evapotranspiration (in.)
sum of precipitation for March, April and May (mm)
sum of precipitaion for June, July, and August (mm)
sum of precipitation for September, October, and November (mm)
sum of precipitation for December, January and February (mm)
sum of mean temperature for March, April and May (C)
sum of mean temperature for June, July, and August (C)
sum of mean temperature for September, October, and November (C)
sum of mean temperature for December, January and February (C)
solar radiation for December (W/m2)
solar radiation for June (W/m2)
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prediction model. I identified important climate factors by examining the sequence in
which each came into the model, and by the highest importance index value. The
importance index value includes not only the order of significance for the factors, Table 10
Variable definitionsbut also the number of forest cover-types in which the factor appears.
It was calculated by multiplying the importance ratio by the number of models in which
the variable appears. The importance ratio is calculated by dividing the number of model
in which the variables appears by the sum of the regression order ranks. The single most
significant climate factor enters the model first and, as such, is important to the
distribution of that point. Often stepwise regression eliminates the single most important
factor from the model in later steps because combinations of factors may result in better
model fit. This analysis was conducted to ensure the most important factor was
considered.
Originally, I intended to use equations resulting from each logictic regression
procedure for determining which climate factors were significant, and to predict the forest
cover-type distribution in the GIS. The large number of forest plots (n=4030) compared
to the relatively small number of specific forest cover-type plots (e.g., 38 for white pine)
rendered the regression equations unusable for applying to an image. The low ratio of
presence to absence pixels caused SAS to provide an equation which often “sacrificed”
presence for absence in order to more accurately classify more “absence” pixels. To
correct this, I decided to use the logistic regression technique to accomplish both
identification of important variables with separate data sets.
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I defined “presence” pixels as those which contained the desired cover-type, and
“absence” as any pixel containing another forest cover-type. The importance of specific
climate variable to forest cover-type distribution was investigated via the same logistic
regression methods, but using the entire FIA data set corresponding to absence pixels for
the desired forest cover-type. This allowed me to determine which climate factors were
most important as outlined above. All 4030 FIA plots were used to generate each forest
cover-type logistic regression equation.
Forest cover-type prediction equations were created by comparing the climate data
from pixels where a specific cover-type was present to a random set of forest cover-type
pixels comprised of other forest-types. The number of absence pixels used was equal to
4030 (the total number of FIA plots) minus the number of plots corresponding to the
desired cover-type (e.g., 38 white pine presence pixels modeled against 3992 [i.e., (403038)] absence pixels). Both temperature and precipitation were studied as seasonal periods
for ease of interpretation. The periods of December-February, March-May, June-August,
and September-November comprised winter, spring, summer and fall respectively. Total
temperature, rather than mean temperature, was used because it was thought to be an
index of growing-degree days and would prove useful at this temporal scale.
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Climate Characteristics of 3 Salamander Distributions

I investigated the importance of landscape-level climate in estimating the
geographic distribution of communities and species with 2 case studies. In both cases, no
new data were collected in an attempt to illustrate the utility of existing data readily
available to many managers. The first case study attempted to estimate forest cover-type
distributions using climate factors. This was accomplished by using forest cover-type data
from the Eastwide Forest Inventory Database of forest types. I examined the importance
of climate factors in determining geographic distribution of each forest cover-type through
logistic regression. I also synthesized estimated statewide distribution maps for select
species. In the second case study, I attempted to investigate differences in climate factors
for wildlife species distributions. Three species of terrestrial salamander were chosen as
subjects. All wildlife distribution data were obtained for select species available from the
VAFWIS-BOVA (Virginia Fish and Wildlife Information System-Biota of Virginia)
system. This system provided the collection locations I used to examine the climatic
factor characteristics of areas inhabited by the salamanders.
Three species of terrestrial salamander were chosen for this study. These species
were Jordan’s salamander (Plethodon jordani), ravine salamander (Plethodon richmondi),
and slimy salamander (Plethodon glutinosus glutinosus). All 3 species have overlapping
ranges in Southwest Virginia. Collection points for all salamanders were obtained from
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the maintained by the Virginia Department of Game and Inland Fisheries. Locations were
provided in longitude/latitude coordinates down to seconds.
Climate factor values for the pixels where a species of salamander was observed
were placed into an ASCII file to be used in SAS. These data were then analyzed with a
Kruskal-Wallis test of the values of each factor for each salamander species. Nonparametric multiple comparison tests were used to identify pairwise differences between
species. All tests were performed at an α-level of 0.10 with an experiment-wise error rate
of 0.0167. Climatographs comprised of temperature and precipitation data were also
created for each species. These climatographs were qualitatively compared to each other
and other areas of Virginia.
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RESULTS

The accuracy of the estimates for monthly solar radiation, temperature,
precipitation, and potential evapotranspiration was assessed qualitatively and, where
possible, quantitatively. The result of the climate factor estimation was a statewide map
representation of each climate factor for each of the 12 months. Each image has
approximately 1.2 million pixel values representing a location-specific estimate for the
climate factor. The only feasible way of presenting results in this thesis is through maps
representing these large data sets. The accuracy of the estimates for temperature and
precipitation was qualitatively assessed. Accuracy assessment for other factors was
performed qualitatively with many methods of verification.
Forest cover-type analysis was completed for the 21 forest types with 20 or
greater plots. Logistic regression was used to determine which climate factors within
which months were significant in explaining the observed distribution of the forest type.
Analyses were also performed on climate data from the areas where 3 salamander species
are known to occur. Significant differences in climate within the state were noted.
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Solar Radiation

There are few data collection locations for solar radiation in Virginia which made
evaluating the accuracy of monthly estimated solar radiation difficult. The relative values
of monthly solar radiation appear as expected. Steep, southwest-facing slopes
have the highest values for solar radiation and steep northeast facing slopes have the
lowest. Landscape patterns of solar radiation are most uniform when the sun is highest in
the sky, i.e., months of May, June, and July. The solar pattern on the landscape becomes
increasingly heterogeneous until the sun is lowest in the sky during the months of
November, December, and January. Estimated monthly solar radiation for December and
June are given in Figs. 2 and 3.
As expected, solar radiation on the landscape was more heterogeneous in complex
topography than in areas of low topographic variability. Estimated solar radiation was
more uniform in the Coastal Plain and Piedmont physiographic regions of the state than
the topographically diverse Appalachian Mountains and Ridge-and-Valley regions.
During the months of November, December, and January, some steeper northerly slopes in
the western mountain regions received little or no direct solar radiation. Conversely,
southerly aspects received relatively high amounts of solar radiation. These months also
exhibited a wider range of values for estimated solar radiation than did months closer to
the summer solstice. Solar radiation in December ranged from approximately 0 to 12
W/m2 and from approximately 14 to 17 W/m2 for June.
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Solar radiation data can be summed to provide energy input estimates for each
month (Table 11). Cumulative solar radiation has been used in potential forest fire risk
modeling. These values can be further modified to represent the total energy received
over the area of the cell or over different calendar periods (Table 11.). For instance, over
the approximate growing season, Blacksburg receives about 72% of the total solar
radiation for the year. This proportion of annual solar radiation received during the
growing season is notable. If the exact number of days in the growing season were known
(total number of frost-free days), then insolation could be further refined and differences
from site to site could be further delineated. This may allow further control of statistical
variance and improved ecological research results.

Temperature

Mean monthly temperature was estimated for each pixel in Virginia for all 12
months of the year. Most locations in Virginia experienced the lowest mean monthly
temperature in January and the warmest temperatures in July. Table 12 provides the
estimates of maximum and minimum mean monthly temperatures for each month in
Virginia. Figs. 4 to 7 depict statewide mean monthly temperature for the months of
January, April, July, and October, respectively. The seasonal variability in temperature
pattern on the landscape suggests that older temperature maps with broad temperature
regions did not adequately represent temperature at the statewide scale.
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Table 11. Solar radiation received in Blacksburg, Virginia for the year expressed in
Watts/m2. Cell area is 90,000 m2. The growing season begins in approximately April and
ends in October.
Month

W/m2

W/cell Growing Season
(W/m2)

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
Septemb
er
October
Novemb
er
Decemb
er

6.3466
8.5276
12.0568
14.6179
16.7164
17.1814
17.1009
15.3582
12.3129

571194
767484
1085112
1315611
1504476
1546326
1539081
1382238
1108161

14.6179
16.7164
17.1814
17.1009
15.3582
12.3129

10.1186
7.1543

910674
643887

10.1186
-

5.8534

526806

-

Year
Sum

143.345

12901050

103.4063
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Table 12. Maximum, minimum, and mean monthly estimated temperature (in °C) for the
State of Virginia.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

5.2
6.3
10.3
15.5
20.5
24.3
26.3
25.8
23.0
17.5
12.4
7.8

-11.4
-9.5
-4.1
-2.0
4.4
9.5
12.1
10.4
5.4
-2.4
-5.7
-7.4

0.7
2.3
7.3
12.2
17.0
21.3
23.5
22.9
19.3
13.3
8.2
3.1
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Patterns of temperature observed across the landscape showed a general trend of
increasing temperature from the southeastern to southwest-central portion of the state.
The areas around Big Levels and Mount Rogers are consistently the coolest areas of the
state. The area around Back Bay National Wildlife Refuge is consistently the warmest. A
pocket of generally warmer temperatures is found on the southeastern base of the Big
Levels area. The cause of this warmer region is not known, but the higher temperature
observed may be attributed to a lower elevation in that area than the surrounding lands.
The accuracy of temperature estimates was assessed by testing the hypothesis that
the difference between the actual temperature recorded at verification stations and the
estimated temperature for that location did not differ significantly from 0 during any
month (α = 0.01, df=15). A signed-rank test was used because of the non-normal
distribution of observed absolute differences. The absolute value of the difference was
used since estimates could be expected to both over-estimate and under-estimate
temperature at a site for any given month. Table 13 shows the differences between actual
and estimated temperatures for each month at each of the 16 verification stations. All
differences are given in Celsius-degree units.
The mean absolute differences and standard errors are given in Table 14. I
concluded that there was a significant difference between estimates and actual
temperatures for all months (α=0.01, df=15). The largest difference was noted in July at
Station No. 13 (Woodstock), where my procedure over-estimated the mean monthly
temperature by 4.42 °C. The estimates at Station No. 13 were consistently over
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Table 13. Differences observed between estimated and actual temperatures (in °C) for 16
weather stations used for accuracy assessment. Negative numbers indicate an
underestimation in the model. The sub-scripts on difference values represent the month
number for January (1) through December (12).
Station
Diff1
Diff2
Diff3
Diff4
Diff5
Diff6
Buchanan
Colonial Beach
Crozier
Grundy
Manassas
Marion Evaporation Station
Martinsville
Oyster
Staffordsville
Stony Creek
Tye River
Washington
Woodstock
SVBM
SVDR
SVSR

-0.02
0.13
0.13
-1.03
-0.23
0.18
0.59
-0.14
0.54
0.19
0.01
0.44
3.92
-1.79
1.66
0.14

-0.23
0.35
-0.03
-1.67
-0.07
-0.04
0.73
0.04
0.34
0.09
0.07
0.34
3.97
-1.99
1.62
0.02

-0.30
0.42
0.58
-1.46
-0.41
-0.29
0.40
-0.18
-0.15
0.40
0.46
0.71
3.99
-2.70
1.29
-0.32

0.16
-0.02
0.13
-1.35
0.04
-0.07
0.78
-0.11
-0.12
0.16
0.55
0.62
3.88
-2.87
1.32
-0.17

-0.05
-0.17
0.45
-1.04
-0.36
-0.18
0.39
0.11
0.06
0.28
0.82
0.70
4.18
-2.79
1.50
-0.45

0.01
-0.65
0.36
-1.18
-0.39
-0.30
0.14
0.05
0.18
0.23
0.76
0.51
4.28
-2.91
1.53
-0.49

Station

Diff7

Diff8

Diff9

Diff10

Diff11

Diff12

Buchanan
Colonial Beach
Crozier
Grundy
Manassas
Marion Evaporation Station
Martnsville
Oyster
Staffordsville
Stony Creek
Tye River
Washington
Woodstock
SVBM
SVDR
SVSR

0.04
-0.84
0.19
-1.31
-0.51
-0.02
0.09
0.03
-0.04
0.34
0.67
0.43
4.42
-3.10
1.53
-0.64

-0.10
-0.77
0.22
-1.32
-0.24
-0.12
0.19
0.04
0.17
0.69
0.47
0.54
4.31
-3.01
1.51
-0.68

-0.13
-1.09
0.15
-1.46
-0.12
-0.33
0.40
-0.06
0.14
0.86
0.79
0.52
4.16
-2.73
1.50
-0.62

-0.18
-0.57
0.49
-0.96
-0.24
-0.20
0.67
-0.31
0.20
1.14
0.69
0.70
3.95
-2.30
1.61
-0.60

0.23
-0.55
0.04
-1.12
-0.07
-0.34
0.89
-0.27
0.25
0.93
0.43
0.37
3.87
-2.12
1.77
-0.19

0.12
-0.39
0.21
-0.88
-0.10
0.10
0.61
-0.29
0.01
0.76
0.21
0.66
3.99
-1.87
1.88
-0.22

SVBM = Satellite Vehicle Big Meadows, SVDR = Satellite Vehicle Dickey Ridge, SVSR = Satellite
Vehicle Sawmill Run.
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Table 14. Monthly mean differences and standard errors between actual and estimated
temperatures and absolute difference between actual and estimated temperature in degrees
Celsius. There were 16 assessment stations used.
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Mean
Difference

Standard
Error

Mean
Absolute
Difference

Standard Error

0.29
0.22
0.15
0.18
0.22
0.13
0.08
0.12
0.12
0.26
0.26
0.30

0.30
0.32
0.35
0.34
0.35
0.37
0.38
0.37
0.37
0.34
0.33
0.32

0.70
0.73
0.88
0.77
0.85
0.87
0.89
0.90
0.94
0.93
0.84
0.79

0.26
0.27
0.26
0.28
0.28
0.29
0.31
0.30
0.28
0.25
0.25
0.26
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estimated by at least 3 degrees and always showed the greatest departure from the actual
recorded temperature for any month. Dropping the estimates from Station No. 13 did not
change the results of the signed-rank test, but did result in a decrease in the mean
difference for all months. I decided to keep Station No. 13 in the presentation of results
since it represents unexplained and inconsistent observations which are likely to be
encountered when performing this type of landscape-scale climate estimation.
Fig. 8 shows the relationship between paired actual and estimated temperature.
Most temperature estimates are very close to actual. Further investigation of the graph
shows that stations with large differences from the actual temperature (such as No. 13)
seem to follow a linear trend. This indicated a systematic error present for those stations
for each month. Fig. 9a-d shows the graph of station No. 13, 14, 15, and 4 (Woodstock,
SVBM, SVDR, and Grundy). These errors were corrected by determining the equation of
the line, then correcting for the difference in the y-intercept value, thus “moving” the line
to be equal to y=x (or actual = estimate). The estimates for these stations consistently err
approximately 3.9, 2.0, 1.6, and 1.2 degrees C, respectively. These figures show a close
match between estimated and actual temperature after the variation in the y-intercept is
removed. These 4 stations were chosen for correction because they exhibited the highest
errors of the 16 stations used. This method could be used to correct the temperature
estimates for each station.
Although the temperature estimation procedure used here did not produce
temperature estimates that were statistically not significantly different from zero, I feel the
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Fig. 8. The relationship bewtween estimated temperature and actual temperature. Points
should fall near the line depicting the correct relationship.
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Fig. 9a. Actual mean monthly temperature vs. estimated mean monthly temperature. The
y-intercept value (3.9419) was added to each estimated temperature to correct for station
No. 13 differences. The resulting estimates are closer to the actual recorded temperature
than the original estimate.
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Fig. 9b. Actual mean monthly temperature vs. estimated mean monthly temperature. The
y-intercept value (2.017) was subtracted from estimated temperature to correct the
estimates. The resulting estimates are closer to the actual recorded temperature than the
original estimates.
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Fig. 9c. Actual mean monthly temperature vs. estimated mean monthly temperature. The
y-intercept value (1.6246) was added to estimated temperature to correct the estimates.
The resulting estimates are closer to the actual recorded value than the original estimates.
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Fig. 9d. Plot of actual mean monthly temperature vs. estimated mean monthly
temperature. The y-intercept value (1.1754) was subtracted to estimated temperature to
correct the estimates. The resulting estimates were closer to the actual recorded
temperature than the original estimates.
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temperature estimates are adequate for use in this, and many other studies. Davis-Gruen
performed a paired t-test to compare her estimates of monthly mean temperatures to
actual temperatures and found differences of 1.06, 1.01, -0.90, and 0.86 degrees F for
months of January, April, July, and October, respectively. My differences, converted to
Fahrenheit, for the same months were 0.52, 0.32, 0.14, and 0.47 (absolute differences
1.26, 1.39, 1.60, and 1.67) respectively. This shows that the 2 methods provided
estimates comparable to each other. My numbers represent 16 stations over the entire
state whereas her evaluation was taken from estimates for a single station. Her estimates
were also obtained through complicated regression equations, with each month requiring
separate variables. My estimates were obtained through a much simpler estimation
technique and represent a much greater area of the State. In light of these observations, I
suggest that the technique I developed is an improvement over past techniques and that
the estimates of mean monthly temperature it provided were adequate for use in forest
cover-type and wildlife species distribution analysis.

Precipitation

Mean monthly precipitation was estimated for each pixel in Virginia for all 12
months of the year. Table 15 provides the mean monthly precipitation for each month.
Mean monthly precipitation for selected months is shown in Figs. 10 to 13.
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Table 15. Maximum, minimum, and mean monthly estimated precipitation (in mm) for
the State of Virginia.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Maximum

Minimum

Mean

110
109
128
116
131
118
141
140
135
133
132
115

50
51
68
60
82
69
78
74
70
67
66
53

79.9
79.3
92.7
81.5
102.5
90.9
108.0
102.1
90.3
90.4
82.8
79.7
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Precipitation patterns of the landscape were very different than those observed for
temperature. Precipitation “wet spots” are prevalent throughout the state at different
times over the year. I interpret these locations as areas near changes in elevation where
precipitation systems originating from the interior of the continent during the winter
months and the coast during summer, must deposit precipitation before passing over the
highlands. These locations are found at the foot of the Shenandoah National Park on the
Blue Ridge, and in the southwest portion of the Appalachians.
Accuracy of precipitation estimates were assessed in the same manner as
temperature. Differences between estimates and actual recorded precipitation were noted
(Table 16.). The null hypothesis was that the difference between estimates of monthly
mean precipitation and the actual recorded precipitation would be equal to 0 (α=0.01).
The mean difference, mean absolute difference, and the standard errors for both are
provided in Table 17. In every month, estimated precipitation was found to differ
significantly from 0 (α=0.01, df=15).
Although monthly estimates are not independent from error associated with their
location, I calculated a monthly percentage of accuracy by determining how many stations
had precipitation estimates within 13 mm (approximately 0.5 inches) of the actual
recorded precipitation. Table 18 contain both the percent within 13 mm and the number
of stations (out of 16) represented.
As with monthly temperature estimates, even though monthly mean precipitation
estimate differences were found to be greater than 0, the procedure used did provide
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Table 16. Differences observed between estimated and actual precipitation for 16
weather stations used for accuracy assessment. All values represent differences in
millimeters. Negative numbers indicate an underestimation in the model. The sub-scripts
on difference values represent the month number (January [1] through December[12]).
Station
Diff1
Diff2
Diff3
Diff4
Diff5
Diff6
Back Bay
Buena Vista
Chatham
Concord
Dale Enterprise
Floyd
Hillsville
Independence
Louisa
Montebello
Oyster
Pulaski
Staffordsville
Walkerton
Warsaw
Woodstock

3
-4
-1
2
-10
-21
-2
-14
2
18
2
-7
2
3
1
0

-3
-2
1
3
-8
-16
1
-15
6
25
-5
1
3
3
-6
-3

-5
-4
3
1
-11
-19
-2
-22
3
25
-5
-4
1
1
-2
-5

-7
-2
5
-1
-7
-19
3
-19
-1
22
-4
-6
5
-1
-4
-6

-1
-5
6
-4
-8
-22
-2
-17
-5
15
-10
-6
-1
3
11
-8

-10
-10
0
-2
-2
-26
2
-8
5
10
-7
5
1
12
2
-4

Station

Diff7

Diff8

Diff9

Diff10

Diff11

Diff12

-10
-2
1
-1
-3
-29
-8
-11
-6
13
-16
2
1
5
1
1

13
-7
-2
-12
-3
-28
-4
-17
0
15
-8
1
4
-4
8
-10

6
-9
8
-2
-2
-26
-6
-12
0
16
-7
-4
3
-1
14
-5

-3
2
2
6
-5
-18
5
-8
-9
33
-8
-1
-4
-4
5
-8

1
2
5
4
-5
-13
4
-16
6
42
-1
-4
-2
2
-3
-12

-5
-2
2
0
-5
-22
-2
-13
5
17
3
3
-1
2
-6
-4

Back Bay
Buena Vista
Chatham
Concord
Dale Enterprise
Floyd
Hillsville
Independence
Louisa
Montebello
Oyster
Pulaski
Staffordsville
Walkerton
Warsaw
Woodstock
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Table 17. Monthly mean differences and standard errors between actual and estimated
precipitation and absolute difference between actual and estimated precipitation (in mm).
There were 16 stations used in the assessment.

Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Mean
Difference

Standard
Error

Mean
Absolute
Difference

Standard
Error

-1.6
-0.9
-2.8
-2.6
-3.4
-2.0
-3.9
-3.4
-1.7
-0.9
0.6
-1.8

2.2
2.3
2.6
2.4
2.3
2.3
2.4
2.7
2.5
2.8
3.2
2.1

5.8
6.3
7.1
7.0
7.8
6.6
6.9
8.5
7.6
7.6
7.6
5.8

1.6
1.7
2.0
1.7
1.5
1.6
1.9
1.8
1.7
2.0
2.5
1.5
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Table 18. Percentage of assessment stations found to have estimates of monthly mean
precipitation within 13 mm (approximately 0.5 inch) of the actual recorded mean monthly
precipitation. Number in parenthesis represents the number out of 16 having precipitation
within ≤13 mm.
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

% Within 13 mm
81 (13)
81 (13)
75 (12)
81 (13)
81 (13)
94 (15)
88 (14)
81 (13)
81 (13)
88 (14)
88 (14)
88 (14)
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estimates close to the actual values. My estimates were comparable to those obtained
from regression models by Wajda (1994). Like Davis-Gruen, her validation was
accomplished by comparing the model fit at a limited number of stations. These values
represent the lowest differences in inches of precipitation for the 3 stations used for her
validation. My model accuracy assessment was conducted for 16 station dispersed
throughout the state. It seems that the procedure used here produced estimates at least as
accurate as hers (Table 19.). She also used regression modeling techniques similar to
those used by Davis-Gruen. The inverse-distance squared algorithm is much simpler to
use than the 12 separate prediction equations used by Wajda.

Potential Evapotranspiration

Estimates of PET were made for all 12 calendar months. PET ranged widely
across Virginia. Annual estimated PET values for Virginia are given in Fig. 14. Graphs of
PET vs. precipitation are given in Fig. 15. The graph of PET and precipitation appears
similar to those presented by Thornwaite and Mather (1955).
As these maps were derived from mean monthly temperature maps created in this
study, they were subject to whatever errors there may be in those layers. Errors of 1
degree in mean monthly temperature could affect PET estimates by causing the program
to reference the wrong line of data in the table. Because temperature estimates were
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Table 19. Error in precipitation estimation from Wajda (1994) and those from this study.
All precipitation values are in inches. Negative values indicate an underestimate of
precipitation.
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Precipitation
Estimate
(Wajda)

Precipitation
Estimate

-0.31
-0.06
-0.18
0.02
-0.07
0.08
0.22
0.12
-0.57
-0.03
-0.03
1.74

-0.06
-0.04
-0.11
-0.10
-0.13
-0.08
-0.15
-0.13
-0.07
-0.04
0.02
0.07
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Fig. 15. Graph of precipitation and PET for Mountain Lake, Virginia. The patterns
observed at this location are similar to those found in Thornwaite and Mather (1955).
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found to be within a degree for much of the state, I suggest that these estimates of PET
are adequate for the distribution modeling efforts of this study and may be particularly
relavent when they are used as relative values.
I attempted to investigate the possible effect of using estimated temperature for
generating PET estimates. This was accomplished by comparing the values for PET
obtained from estimated temperature to those calculated from using actual temperature
reported by NOAA. Table 20 shows the values for PET estimates generated from (1)
known and (2) estimated temperatures for Roanoke and Pulaski, Virginia. The observed
differences were very small for the 2 measures in both areas. The largest difference was
10 mm. Although this analysis is limited, it does show that the PET estimates can be
created with a relatively high degree of accuracy from estimated temperatures.

Moisture Index

Moisture Index maps were created to provide an image that combined
precipitation and PET (Fig. 16.). The moisture index values for Virginia ranged from 14
to approximately 160. The index values are strongly related to Thornwaite’s climatic
types and range from “moist subhumid” to “perhumid” for areas of Virginia. Positive
index values indicate that there are no pixels in Virginia with an annual water deficit. Fig.
17 shows a graph of the Moisture Index and precipitation values for certain forest covertypes in Virginia. This graph is much like the one presented by Carter and Mather
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Table 20. PET (in mm) generated from actual (A) and estimated (E) temperature data.
Estimates are for Roanoke and Pulaski, Virginia.
Roanoke
Month

Pulaski

PETA

PETE

PETA

PETE

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

0
6
24
50
93
131
152
134
86
52
26
6

0
6
24
50
93
131
152
134
86
52
26
6

0
0
24
50
84
112
133
116
86
44
19
6

0
6
24
50
84
122
133
124
86
44
19
6

Annual

761

761

676

700

89

550.00
600.00

Annual PET(mm)

650.00
700.00
750.00
800.00

Loblolly and Shortleaf
Pine
White Pine

850.00

Virginia Pine

900.00
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

Moisture

Fig. 17. PET and Moisture Index values of select coniferous forest-cover types in
Virginia. Similar analyses were conducted by Carter and Mather (1966).
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(1966). This comparison delineated continental-scale cover-types fairly well. The same
graph created for Virginia showed similar trends. Loblolly pine occurrence in
Thornwaite’s classification graph range from approximately 950-1150 mm annual PET
and a Moisture Index of 10-45. My results differ slightly, with Loblolly Pine ranging
from 750-850 mm annual PET and a Moisture Index of 25-55. The difference could be a
result of the different scales at which the 2 studies were conducted. Delineating areas
using the Moisture Index does seem like a useful technique for assisting in separating
forest cover-types in Virginia.
I found that the Moisture Index provided an important union of precipitation and
PET. These 2 values, although individually important, are even more informative when
combined. This measure provided a fast and simple method of combining these 2
variables in the GIS.

Combined Temperature and Precipitation

I combined the classified (5 classes for each ) mean annual temperature and
precipitation map layers to make a potential 25-class map layer (Fig. 18). Of these, 21
classes were actually observed in Virginia. Of these, several classes are found in limited
quanitities in Virginia (Table 21). The sites with these climatic characteristics are rare,
and may be associated with plant and animal communities which are also rare. Classes
1/1, 1/4, 1/5, and 2/5 were not observed in the state. The coldest-driest class observed in
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Table 21. Percent of Virginia falling into each combined temperature/precipitation class
for the entire state and each physiographic province.
Temperature/Precipitation Percent of Pixels
Class
in Virginia
1/2
0.01
1/3
0.02
2/1
0.02
2/2
0.17
2/3
0.10
2/4
0.03
3/1
1.17
3/2
2.52
3/3
2.26
3/4
0.92
3/5
0.52
4/1
4.43
4/2
14.36
4/3
15.28
4/4
2.44
4/5
3.56
5/1
0.33
5/2
6.92
5/3
35.87
5/4
6.86
5/5
2.20

Coastal Piedmont Mountains
Plain
0
0
0.06
0
0
0.13
0
0
0.09
0
0
1.01
0
0
0.62
0
0
0.18
0
0.03
6.93
0
0.06
14.94
0
0.11
13.25
0
0.01
5.47
0
0.01
3.08
0
8.73
7.06
0.37
29.09
20.17
1.28
31.11
18.71
0.04
4.72
3.96
0.06
7.57
4.32
0.65
0.09
0
12.81
2.92
0
67.88
13.26
0
13.20
2.28
0
3.71
0
0
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Virginia was class 1/2 (temperature class 1 and precipitation class 2). The largest class
was 5/3 (temperature class 5 and precipitation class 3). Most areas of the Piedmont and
Coastal Plain fell into temperature class 5 followed by 4. Areas of high precipitation were
observed adjacent to high-elevation areas. The occurrence of these high precipitation
areas is presumably the result of either continental or coastal rain-bearing clouds dropping
water before rising up and over the highland areas.
The area in Virginia with the most heterogeneous array of
temperature/precipitation classes per unit area is probably the greater Big Levels area (see
Thornton (1940) for additional information on the Big Levels area) found in the center of
the state. This area has a very diverse assortment of climate classes not found in other
parts of the state with a comparable size. Although I did not use combined
temperature/precipitation in my studies, this variable could be helpful in conducting costeffective studies dealing with geographic distribution of plants and animals and other
environmental influences on wildlife or communities.

Climatographs and Other Combinations

Temperature, precipitation, solar radiation, PET, and moisture can be combined in
other ways such as the traditional climatograph depicting temperature and precipitation
throughout the year for a location or area (Fig. 19). Other graphs can be created using
different combinations of factors. For example, solar radiation can be combined with PET
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Fig. 19. Climatograph for Blacksburg and Mountain Lake, Virginia.
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or PET with precipitation (Fig. 20 and 21). Traditional climatographs have been used to
define the climatic habitat for animals or other organisms. It is likely that climatographs
utilizing other climate factors will further assist in defining climatic habitat of wildlife.

Case Studies

CASE 1: Statewide Forest Cover-Type Estimation

Certain estimated climate variables were found to be significant in estimating
presence or absence of a forest cover-type within a forested pixel. The resulting regression
equations were applied to images at the state level to produce probable forest cover-type
distribution maps.

Importance of Climate Factors
Concordance values for the logistic regression models ranged from 94.0 % to 58.3
%. The forest cover-types with the highest concordance values were Sugar MapleAmerican Beech-Yellow Birch type (94.0), Northern Red Oak type (91.2), and White Pine
type (90.7). Eastern Redcedar and White Oak cover types were also modeled, but no
climate factor was found to be significant in their respective models. Concordance values
of other forest cover-types which have white oak as a component were among the lowest
observed. Yellow Poplar-White Oak-Northern Red Oak , Mixed Central Hardwood and
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Fig. 20.. Solar radiation and PET for Blacksburg and Mountain Lake, Virginia.
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Fig. 21. PET and precipitation for the year for Blacksburg and Mountain Lake, Virginia.
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White Oak-Northern Red Oak-Hickory forest cover-types had concordance values of 8.8,
66.8, and 65.4 respectively. I omitted models with concordance values lower than 75%
from further analysis because I wanted only the “best” models to ascertain which climate
factors were most important.
All climate factors were found to be significant in estimating at least 1 different
forest cover-type distribution (Table 22). Winter temperature was the climate factor
which came into forest cover-type models first more than any other factor (Table 23). Of
the 13 forest cover-type equations developed, 6 had winter temperature as the single most
significant variable. The next most important variable was the Moisture Index. These 2
variables accounted for the most significant climate factor for 9 of the 13 forest covertypes.
Winter temperature also had the highest importance index value (Table 24 and 25).
It was significant in 7 forest cover-type models and had a median rank of 1. The climate
factor with the next highest importance index value was spring precipitation. It appeared
in 8 forest cover-type models and had a median regression order rank of 3. Any climate
factor that appeared in less than 2 forest cover-type models was omitted from
consideration in comparing importance index values. It appears that winter temperature is
the most important climate factor for understanding forest cover-type distribution in
Virginia. Certain climate factors are more important to specific forest cover-types, and
winter temperature, or any single climate factor, by itself is probably insufficient to
estimate forest cover-type distribution.
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Table 22. Logistic regression models used to identify important climate factors for each forest cover-type. Models were based
on a total Forest Inventory Analysis data set of 4030 forest cover-type plots in Virginia.1
Forest Cover-type (Concordance Value)

Logistic Regression Model

Y = 0.142(SP_PRCP) - 0.072(SU_PRCP) + 0.018(WI_PRCP)2 - 7.536
Y = -0.033(SP_PRCP) + 0.044(WI_PRCP)+0.439(SU_TEMP) - 0.147(WI_TEMP) - 29.682
Y = -0.099(SU_PRCP) + 0.057(FA_PRCP) + 0.04(WI_PRCP) + 0.633(WI_TEMP) +
0.751(DEC_SR) - 9.467
Virginia Pine (73.0)
Y = 0.032(SP_PRCP) - 0.046(SU_PRCP) + 0.039(FA_PRCP) + 0.088(SP_PRCP) 0.041(MOIST) - 9.963
White Pine-Red Oak -White Ash (87.6)
Y = 0.086(SP_PRCP) - 0.044(SU_PRCP) + 0.016(FA_PRCP) - 0.067(WI_PRCP) 0.122(ANNPET) - 0.923
Shortleaf Pine-Oak (77.0)
Y = -0.063(SU_PRCP) - 0.593(FA_TEMP) + 0.913(WI_TEMP) + 2.137(JUN_SR) - 4.3
Virginia Pine-S. Red Oak (68.0)
Y = 0.021(SP_PRCP) - 0.018(SU_PRCP) + 0.014(FA_PRCP) - 0.025(WI_PRCP) +
0.384(SP_TEMP) - 0.243(WI_TEMP) - 14.415
Loblolly Pine-Hardwood (80.7)
Y = -0.057(SP_PRCP) + 0.017(SU_PRCP) + 0.063(WI_PRCP) - 0.094(MOIST) 0.231(ANNPET) + 2.943
Chestnut Oak (80.0)
Y = 0.047(SP_PRCP) - 0.014(SU_PRCP) - 0.047(WI_PRCP) - 0.061(WI_TEMP) - 0.374
White Oak-N. Red Oak-Hickory (58.8)
Y = 0.277(SP_TEMP) - (0.304(WI_TEMP) - 10.221
N. Red Oak (91.2)
Y = -0.111(WI_TEMP) - 0.257(DEC_SR) + 0.049(MOIST) - 6.496
Yellow Poplar-White Oak-N. Red Oak (66.8) Y = 0.049(SP_PRCP) - 0.008(SP_PRCP) - 0.02(WI_PRCP) + 0.314(SU_TEMP) 0.315(FA_TEMP) + 0.130(DEC_SR) - 0.181(JUN_SR) - 0.016(MOIST) - 13.575
Sweetgum-Yellow Poplar (75.3)
Y = -0.032(SP_PRCP) + 0.05(WI_PRCP) - 0.296(SP_TEMP) + 0.757(SU_TEMP) 0.306(FA_TEMP) - 34.978
Mixed Central Hardwood (65.4)
Y = 0.031(SP_PRCP) - 0.011(FA_PRCP) - 0.021(WI_PRCP) - 0.029(SU_TEMP) - 0.091
Sweetgum-Nuttall Oak-Willow Oak (84.9)
Y = -0.015(FA_PRCP) + 0.494(FA_TEMP) - 22.401
Sugarberry-Elm-Ash (72.7)
Y = -0.038(SP_PRCP) + 0.653(ANNPET) - 14.461
Sweetbay-Swamp Tupelo- Red Maple (85.8) Y = 0.026(SU_PRCP) - 0.046(FA_PRCP) + 0.218(WI_TEMP) - 2.524
River Birch-Sycamore (58.3)
Y = -0.053(MOIST) - 1.961
Sugar Maple-Beech-Yellow Birch (94.0)
Y = 0.155(SP_PRCP) - 0.092(FA_PRCP) - 0.085(WI_PRCP) - 0.243(WI_TEMP) - 5.477

White Pine (90.7)
Loblolly Pine (78.4)
Shortleaf Pine (84.5)

1
2

Abbreviations for climate factors are given in Table 10.
Winter temperature values may be negative
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Table 23. Climate factors which appeared first in the stepwise logistic regression estimating probability of presence for a forest
cover-type. No precipitation or solar radiation factors appeared first in any model. Only models with a concordance >75%
were used.1
Forest Cover-type

SP_TEMP SU_TEMP FA_TEMP WI_TEMP MOIST ANNPET

White Pine

x

Loblolly Pine

x
x

Shortleaf Pine
White Pine-Red Oak -White Ash

x

Shortleaf Pine-Oak

x

Loblolly Pine-Hardwood

x
x

Chestnut Oak
N. Red Oak

x

Sweetgum-Yellow Poplar

x

Mixed Central Hardwood

x

Sweetgum-Nuttall Oak-Willow Oak

x
x

Sweetbay-Swamp Tupelo- Red Maple
Sugar Maple-Beech-Yellow Birch
Total Number of Models
1

x
0

2

1

6

3

1

See Table 10 for variable definitions.
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Table 24. Regression ranks and Importance Index Values for each climate factor for all forest cover-types with a concordance
value >75%. Table 10 contains the definitions for the climate variables reported.
Forest Cover-type

White Pine
Loblolly Pine
Shortleaf Pine
White Pine-Red Oak White Ash
Shortleaf Pine-Oak
Loblolly Pine-Hardwood
Chestnut Oak
N. Red Oak
Sweetgum-Yellow Poplar
Sweetgum-Nuttall OakWillow Oak
Sugarberry-Elm-Ash
Sweetbay-Swamp TupeloRed Maple
Sugar Maple-BeechYellow Birch
Sum of Regression Ranks
Number of Models with
Variable
Mode Number in Models
Median Number in Model
Importance Ratio
Importance Index

SP_PRCP

2
3

SU_PRCP

FA_PRCP WI_PRCP SP_TEMP SU_TEMP FA_TEMP WI_TEMP

3

4

3

2
4

3
5

2
4
4

4

1
3

1
2
5
2

1

4
1

5
4
1

1
2
2

5

DEC_SR JUN_SR MOIST ANNPET

3

3
3

1
2
2

1

2

3

5

1

4
1

2

1
3

1

2

1

2

4

3

20

22

22

21

2

2

5

13

7

3

4

12

8

7

7

8

1

2

2

7

2

1

2

4

3
3
0.40
3.2

4
3.5
0.32
2.23

2
4
0.32
2.23

2
2
0.38
3.05

n/a
n/a
0.50
0.50

1
1
1.00
2.00

n/a
n/a
0.40
0.80

1
1
0.54
3.77

n/a
4
0.29
0.57

n/a
3
0.33
0.33

n/a
3
0.50
1.00

5
5
0.33
1.33
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Table 25. Importance measures of each climate factor used to determine which climate
factors were most important for forest cover-type distribution in Virginia. 1
Variable
WI_TEMP
SP_RAIN
WI_RAIN
SU_RAIN
FA_RAIN
SU_TEMP
ANNPET
MOISTURE
FA_TEMP
DEC_SR
1

Importance Number of
Ratio
Models
0.538
7
0.400
8
0.381
8
0.318
7
0.318
7
1.000
2
0.333
4
0.500
2
0.400
2
0.286
2

Importance
Index
3.77
3.20
3.05
2.23
2.23
2.00
1.33
1.00
0.80
0.57

See Table 10 for climate variable definitions
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Estimated Forest Cover-Type Distribution in Virginia
Climate factors were also used to create estimated distribution maps for each
individual cover-type. A second logistic regression equation was created using a smaller
“absence” pixel data set and the significant climate factors found with all other forest
cover-types. The data set used for “absence” was comprised of 400 randomly selected
FIA plots. Any “absence” cover-type plots which happened to be the same as the
“presence” cover-type were omitted from the 400. The resulting estimation equations and
their respective concordant values are given in Appendix 5. The estimated distributions of
the white pine, shortleaf pine, Northern red oak, and sugar maple-American beech-yellow
birch forest cover-types are given in Figs. 22 to 25 respectively.
Logistic regression appears to have provided good estimation of forest cover-type
distribution for some of the cover-types modeled. This technique seems to work well for
forest types that have limits of their continental range in Virginia. For instance, Sugar
Maple-American Beech-Yellow Birch comprises large tracts of New England forests, but
is limited to higher elevation areas of Virginia. This study shows that the areas in Virginia
where this type occurs have a distinct climatic signature which likely approximates climatic
conditions in the heart of its range. This method did not work as well for types which are
widespread in the State. The occurrence of the forest cover-types are likely not limited,
and only slightly influenced, by climate in Virginia.
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CASE 2: Climate Characteristics Exhibited by 3 Terrestrial Salamander Species

The climatic characteristics of the distributions of 3 species of terrestrial
salamander were investigated. For the purposes of this investigation, I assumed that the
known collection locations of these salamanders in Virginia reflected “adequate” habitat
for these species. Significant differences in climate factors between distributions were
noted. Climate factors for the distributions of all 3 salamander species were compared
with a Kruskal-Wallis test. Median elevations for each salamander distribution were also
compared. All climate variables showed significant differences except December and June
solar radiation (α=0.10). Multiple comparison tests were performed on the climate
variables to determine which species distributions were different. The results of the
multiple comparisons procedures are given in Table 26. The experiment-wise error-rate
used in these tests was 0.0167.
Differences were noted in the median elevation between the geographic ranges of
Jordan’s salamanders and the other 2 species. This observation supports previous reports
of elevational stratification between Jordan’s and slimy salamanders. There were no
notable differences between ravine and slimy salamanders for either median elevation or
median temperature for the summer or winter seasons. There were, however, differences
noted for these species during the fall and spring. Comparisons of median seasonal
precipitation between the salamanders showed that distributions for Jordan’s salamanders
were significantly different from those of ravine salamanders for all seasons. In addition,
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Table 26. P-values for multiple comparison tests for each climate factor. Experimentwise error rate was 0.0167. Salamander
distributions with different letters were found to be statistically different from each other. 1
Interaction

ELEV

MOIST

JORDANSLIMY
JORDANRAVINE
SLIMYRAVINE

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0274

0.0981

0.0563

0.4564

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0014

0.0009

0.0053

0.0033

0.0027

0.0005

0.0132

0.0025

0.0020

0.0974

0.0566

0.0077

0.2078

0.0493

0.0309

0.0033

0.0164

0.0272

JORDAN
SLIMY
RAVINE

B
A
A

1

ANNPET SP_PRCP SU_PRCP FA_PRCP WI_PRCP SP_TEMP SU_TEMP FA_TEMP WI_TEMP

B
A
A

A
B
C

A
AB
B

A
AB
B

A
AB
B

A
A
B

A
B
C

B
A
A

DEC_SR

JUN_SR

0.0000

0.1889

0.4564

0.0019

0.0033

0.3544

0.2660

0.0153

0.0248

0.2610

0.1952

A
B
C

B
A
A

A
A
A

A
A
A

See Table 10 for variable definitions.
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median winter precipitation differed significantly between slimy salamanders and ravine
salamanders. This difference might be attributed to the small number of slimy salamander
collectionpoints found west of the mountains in the Piedmont and coastal plain regions of
the state. Annual PET was found to differ for all 3 species of salamanders.
This study shows that differences in climate at the landscape-scale can be detected
for individual species of salamanders, and that the geographic distributions of these 3
species exhibit different climate characteristics (Fig. 26). Scientists have long suspected
that climate can define the limits of a species range. This study shows that climate might
have an influence in determining which species will be found at a given location. At least
there is evidence that the landscape-level climate factors for these three species
distributions differ. Landscape-level climate analysis of these distributions would not be
possible if not for estimation techniques such as the ones described in this thesis.
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Fig. 26. Comparison of the climatographs for 3 terrestrial salamander distributions.
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DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to generate climatic information for use in solving
problems pertaining to the management and biological study of wildlife. Two
requirements needed to be met to accomplish this goal. The requirement was that the
methods used should provide climate information that is accurate at a spatial and temporal
scale applicable to the needs of the manager. The second requirement was that these
methods and procedures needed to be tailored for the equipment and monetary resources
of the people for whom it was designed. I feel this study met these requirements.
Although improvements can, and should, be made, the work presented here can provide
the “average” manager, and his or her agency, with information which can significantly
improve their ability to understand wildlife.

Solar Radiation

Accuracy of estimated solar radiation could not be quantitatively assessed. The
estimates provided are, at minimum, a relative index of solar radiation on the landscape.
Although I had confidence in the published models, I lacked data collected from the field.
Actual solar radiation is variable and can be affected by a variety of factors not specifically
acounted for by my procedures (e.g., multi-layer clouds, airborne particles, etc.). The
aspect of the land surface provides a simple relative index for solar radiation (McCombs
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1997). The solar radiation estimates included herein also consider slope and latitude. The
relative solar radiation index may, in my view, may be used to help control the variation in
estimates of relations among wildife factors (the dependent variable) and managerial
efforts that change certain factors (the key independent variable). When solar radiation
estimates have been shown to be useful, the focus of the data should turn to energy rather
than simply insolation. The energy available to biotic and abiotic processes at the pixel
level could be utilized in many different studies.
With solar radiation estimates available, additional maps can be more easily
obtained. Some examples include depth of snow pack, adjustments for phenological
events, potential energy for photosynthesis, or improvements to other map layers. Solar
radiation could also be useful in modifying temperature maps for wildlife. I did not
include slope or aspect in my temperature estimations, yet the effect of these factors near
the surface of the ground are great. Wildlife often “seek out” slopes with southerly
aspects to take advantage of increased insolation and assist with thermoregulation. The
temperature “perceived” by wildlife at the surface of the skin may play a large role in
species distribution, especially at the extents of their range. Future studies should seek out
completed research which provides information linking solar radiation and other abiotic
and biotic factors and processes.
Another means for improving solar radiation estimates at the landscape-level is to
include topographic shading. Areas with an abruptly changing topography may contain
locations which receive little or no direct insolation over the course of the year. Pilot
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studies conducted for this project revealed few such area in Virginia at the 300 m level,
however this spatial scale eliminates smaller topographic features which affect species
distribution. Also, the Swift and Luxmoore method uses solar noon insolation to estimate
monthly solar radiation. If insolation at each hour in the solar day were used, areas that
only receive direct solar input for a short period of the day (only at or around solar noon)
might be identified.

Temperature

I feel the temperature estimation procedure used in this study was an improvement
over past methods. This study utilized the simple spatial properties of a location to
estimate temperature rather than complicated regression equations. It should be stated
that the procedures and programs used here can provide estimates at different temporal
and spatial scales. Once the appropriate “new” data has been collected (e.g., daily mean
temperature for July, 10m x 10m DEMs, etc.), climate estimates can be generated with
ease. The programs used in this study can be either translated into other software
packages, or they can be re-written to be used in most GISs currently on the market.
The errors observed in mean monthly temperature were most likely related to
elevation. The only factors that remain constant at a station are elevation and the distance
components of the 5 closest weather stations. Closer examination of the procedure
reveals that only 2 factors remain constant at a pixel through 12 months of estimations:
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elevation and distance to reference stations. Graphs of estimated precipitation vs. actual
precipitation similar to those created for temperature revealed no consistent linear pattern
of error (Fig. 27). Recall, that precipitation was estimated in this study using only inverse
distance-weighting algorithms. The lack of the same pattern of error leads me to believe
that the pattern observed for temperature is a result of elevation. This could be due to
either a discrepancy between actual elevation (obtained from NOAA data) and the
elevation reported by the DEM for the same area. I feel the error is most likely due to the
calculation of the pixel-specific adiabatic cooling rate. This transformation is based in the
assumption that the pixel of interest lies at an elevation somewhere between the lowest
and highest of the 5 closest stations. In topographically diverse areas of Virginia, it is
likely that the 5 closest weather stations used in the estimate could be either higher or
lower in elevation than the point of interest. This would violate the adiabatic cooling rate
assumption and could produce erroneous temperature estimates. For this reason, I feel
that the temperature estimates for areas of extremely high or low elevation may be less
accurate than other areas of the state.
Additional error could be attributed to the geospatial distribution of the 5 closest
weather stations. Ideally, each weather station would be the same distance from the next,
creating a symmetrical “constellation” around the point of interest. Usually the
distribution of the 5 closest weather stations surround the pixel of interest fairly well. On
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Fig. 27. Estimated precipitation vs. actual precipitation for 16 assessment stations.
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occasion, especially near the edges of the state, the 5 closet weather stations are all found
in the same general direction from the point of interest. Such unusual positional
phenomena could bias the estimate to whatever topographic or other directional influence
is found there.
Another source of error that should be considered is the quality of climate data
recorded at the weather stations used. I was interested in using as many stations as
possible because proximity to the pixel of interest is integral to the estimation procedure.
Therefore, I used every station available in Virginia and the surrounding states. NOAA
reports data from 2 orders of stations. Data are often recorded by volunteers at secondorder weather stations. These stations have been known to be found in poor condition or
in a location different from that which is reported in the Climate Normals (Giles, pers.
commun.). Missing data for second order stations is often estimated from neighboring
first-order stations, and data are transformed to a “mid-night” value so stations can be
compared. All these factors can contribute to significant errors at any particular station. I
did not limit or exclude stations which are suspect. Future investigations using these data
should consider creating some criterion by which inferior weather station data, and the
errors associated with them, can be eliminated.
Also worth noting are the topographic and geographic properties of the reference
weather stations themselves. In this investigation, I sought the use of topographic factors
and relative geographic position to estimate climate factors. Proximity to locations with
data (i.e., NOAA weather stations) had the most influence on the estimated climate factor.
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Many weather stations are housed at airports or urban centers which are in areas which
are typically flat and “without aspect”. Therefore, these areas would not truly be a
representative data set for more topographically diverse areas of the state. It appears that
a large topographic influence is missing from the data set as used in this study. Other
variables found to be significant in Davis-Gruen’s (1993) study were longitude, latitude,
and distance from a coastal location (thought to account for differences in weather
resulting from coastal storms or continental weather patterns). Only elevational
differences between weather stations were considered here. No adjustments were made
for differences in latitude, longitude, or proximity to the coast. Incorporation of this
variation between stations will probably improve further temperature estimates.
Mean temperature was used in this study. Ecologically speaking, minimum or
maximum temperatures may provide more insight into the conditions which directly affect
community and species distribution. These data are also available and can be estimated
with the programs and procedures used in this study. Future studies examining animal and
plant distribution should include these variables, especially minimum temperatures in the
climates of Virginia. Another temperature-related variable which has been shown to assist
in community and species distribution is the number of growing degree days. Monthly
temperatures were summed to create seasonal totals which were thought to provide an
index to growing degree days.
It may also be beneficial to consider temperature (and other climatic factors)
during the frost-free growing season for each individual pixel. This period may reduce the
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variation caused by including data from “non-essential” months in the ananlysis. This may
result in analysis of forest type more sensitive to germination, growth, and reproductive
periods than to the presence of mature trees.

Precipitation

Like the procedure used for estimating temperature, I found the methods used in
this study to be superior to those used previously in Virginia. The simplicity of using
available data and geospatial information to estimate precipitation makes this method more
appealing than complicated linear regression. Precipitation is known to be extremely
variable over short distances (Wajda 1994). The procedure I used consistently provided
estimates within 0.5 inch.
As with temperature, a major source of error in precipitation estimations might be
the spatial arrangement of the 5 closest weather stations used. This could be corrected in
future programs by placing a cardinal constraint on the weather stations. The program
would search for the closest weather station in a specific direction. In addition, no
topographic modifier was used in the precipitation estimate. Studies examining the effects
of elevation, slope, or aspect should be sought and included in future iterations. Wajda
used a proximity to coastal and continental region variable which appeared in many of her
prediction equations. Inclusion of this variable may also improve future estimation results.
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Additional Comments on Temperature and Precipitation Models

It should be noted that both Davis-Gruen and Wajda employed paired t-tests to
evalute their estimates. As previously stated, parametric statistics were not used in my
study because the distributions of the difference data for both temperature and
precipitation were found to be non-normal. I did not examine either data set from the
previous two works, and will assume that normality assumptions were met. Both DavisGruen and Wajda obtained their respective climate models using daily weather data from
each weather station in their study region. I used summaries from some of the same
stations. Regardless, they did not report the absolute difference in their results. I
considered absolute difference to be a better statistic than actual difference for evaluating
the temperature and precipitation estimates. Although mean difference was found to be
near zero, it is difficult to evaluate the “accuracy” of the model from point to point. For
example, if the data set for which validation was conducted consisted of differences such
as -4, 2, 1, 3, -1 then an analysis of these differences would yield a mean of 0.2. This
value is much closer to 0 (and, a “perfect” estimate) than the mean absolute difference of
2.2. I did not do statistical comparisons between my estimates and their estimates for
these reasons, but hypothesize that the estimates obtained here would be closer to the
actual value over more individual locations in the state than those provided by either
Davis-Gruen or Wajda.
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Potential Evapotranspiration

Although my estimates of PET were not tested against actual data, I have
confidence in the extensive past work and modeling done with this variable. I feel that the
estimates I calculated provided good information about the water requirements of an area.
With the addition of other data such as soil type and soil depth, estimates of actual
evapotranspiration may be obtained. Actual evapotranspiration has been used to estimate
productivity, biomass, and species richness for a location (Tilman 1982).
Water stress (excessive or reduced amounts of water) has been recognized as a
major factor explaining to why introduced plants (e.g., loblolly pine plantations) fail or are
affected by insects or diseases. The PET estimate provides (at minimum) an index to
pixel-level water stress. This information could alert managers to locations where planted
species might be at an increased risk, or where extensive control measures for insects will
be required.

Case Studies

I conducted 2 case studies on forest cover-types and salamanders to illustrate that
landscape-level climate factors can be effective in providing information useful to
managers. The analysis of the importance of climate factors in forest cover-type
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distribution resulted in significant relationships. It also resulted in estimated distribution
maps which will be used for creating a land cover map for Virginia (the Virginia Gap
Analysis Project). The investigation into the climatic characteristics of the 3 salamander
species showed that locations inhabited by these individuals differ, further strengthening
the idea that climatic estimates can be useful to wildlife professionals.

Climate Factor Importance
All climate variables investigated were found to be significant in a forest covertype. Drawing meaningful ecological explanations for the results observed from the
logistic regression is difficult. A priori one might think that winter temperature would be
important to the distribution of forest cover-types on the landscape. Winter is often the
most physically stressful periods during the year. Ice storms, killing temperatures, and
length of growing season are all important events which can, and do, limit certain trees
and thus forest communities at the edges of their range. These extremes would also favor
communities typically found in colder regions of the continent. The climatic regime of
these areas may allow more northerly types to have a competitive edge over other, more
common, forest types found widely in Virginia.
Some direct observations and ecological explanation can be drawn from some of
the logistic regression equations. For example, Northern Red Oak type distribution was
found to be a function of winter temperature, solar radiation in December, and the
moisture index. Northern Red Oak types seem negatively affected by cold temperatures
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which seems reasonable considering that winter temperatures are often negative. Colder
winter temperatures seem to increase probabilities of Northern Red Oak type in Virginia.
Recall that December is the period in which the sun is lowest on the horizon, and the solar
pattern on the landscape is most heterogeneous. Slopes with a northern exposure will
receive little direct solar radiation and would, presumably, be colder than southern slopes.
Moisture would also be expected to be important to the Northern Red Oak type in
Virginia because it is typically found in sheltered areas with low PET. Cold temperatures
also reduce the annual PET for a site.
Significant climate factors for other forest cover-types may not be easily explained
on ecological grounds. The temporal scale at which these factors affect the cover-type
may be beyond this study. A single weather event, such as a hard frost early in the
growing season or an ice storm occurring during a critical life-period for a community,
may have profound effects on the cover-types as they are seen in later years. The
relationships between climate and specific disturbance events are complicated, but are
often highly correlated. A site that periodically experiences severe drought may also have
an increased risk of fire. The occurrence of a fire-tolerant or fire-obligate community may
be identified by the dry climate even though the key for existence is a fire.
The procedure used to estimate some forest types was not effective for others.
The most probable reason for this is that these select forest types are not limited by
climate in Virginia. Investigation into these types show that many are found throughout
the state with many forest associates. Species such as white oak, yellow poplar, and
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Virginia pine are generalists with respect to climate. The distribution of the forest types
associated with these species may be better estimated with other site factors such as soils,
topographic characteristics, or species associations. Another probable cause for low
predictive ability for some types is disturbance. Eastern Redcedar type is an example of a
forest type with a distribution highly correlated with abandoned agricultural land in
Virginia. Historically, agricultural practices, like livestock grazing, occurred in all areas of
Virginia. Eastern Redcedar often invades the thin-soiled abandoned fields and pastures
quickly and completely. The observed distribution of redcedar is a function of the location
of abandoned pastures, and have not yet determined the climatic constraints on its
distribution in Virginia.

Estimated Forest Distribution
The maps of the probability for occurrence of forest cover-types can be extremely
useful. Logistic regression provided equations which could easily be included in a
computer program to determine the probability of occurrence for every pixel in the state.
Low sample sizes for “presence” pixel data sets relative to “absence” data sets may have
affected the prediction capability of the equations. As previously mentioned, the logistic
regression may sometime “sacrifice” presence pixels if the proportion of those pixels is
low compared to the absence set. The number of presence pixels should be maximized
whenever possible.
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A noticeable pattern of “holes” occurred in the forest cover-type probability maps.
Contiguous areas of homogeneous probabilities have interruptions of either higher or,
more often lower, probabilities. McKenney et al. (1997) experienced the same appearance
of “holes” in their models for jack pine. They determined that the interruptions were
caused by weather stations which provided inconsistent, and likely incorrect, climate data.
Removal of the suspect weather station removed inconsistency and resulted in a
homogeneous area of probability. As previously discussed, it is likely that the same type
of error was made in estimating climate variables in this study. Perhaps controlling the
quality of data from weather stations will produce more contiguous maps.

Climate Characteristics of 3 Salamander Distributions
Climate factors were found to differ between the distributions of salamander
species. Jordan’s salamanders and slimy salamanders are known to have overlapping
distributions at the landscape scale, but have not been collected at the same site. This
study did find some differences between the climate characteristics of the distributions of
these 2 animals. It is interesting to note the the slimy salamander’s distribution is farther
to the east than the other 2 species. Likewise, the distribution of the ravine salamander
extends farther west. This case study found the fewest climate-factor differences between
the slimy and ravine salamanders. Some areas in the extreme southwestern edge of
Virginia have the same temperature and precipitation as areas of the Piedmont. Perhaps
this suggests, or eliminates, some climate factors as reasons for the geographic separation
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of these species. Other reasons for the observed geographic distribution can now be
considered (e.g., conspecific competition, direct predatory interaction, forest type, etc.).
Although this study did not specifically address estimating distributions of
salamanders, the observed differences suggest that climate factors can be used to
determine where these 3 species will occur. Future studies of this type may seek to
investigate whether abundance or species composition at a particular site can be attributed
to landscape-level climate. Landscape-level analysis of the type reported here is important
for wildlife species for which little distribution information is known and for which there is
little economic or scientific motivation for future work. There is not enough time, money,
personnel, etc. to investigate wildlife problems at the landscape or statewide scale with
traditional field surveys or experiments. Although knowledge is limited, using what is
available in studies such as this one can only improve allocation of resources and increase
the knowledge-base by concentrating field efforts in the most important times and areas.
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APPENDIX 1. TNT-MIPS and C++ programs used to estimate solar radiation.
The following TNT-MIPS SML script was used to generate solar radiation on horizontal
surfaces using the Budyko (1974) method.
#===============================================================
# This program will calculate the horizontal radiation on a surface by the
# Budyko equation. Inputs are latitude and cloudiness index. The first
# part of the program calculates the cloudiness index for a location based on
# data from surrounding weather stations. This program is used in
# conjunction with the TNT-MIPS SML program "INDEX.SML" to provide solar
# radiation estimates.
#===============================================================
#
# Software: TNT-Mips
# LAST MODIFIED SEPTEMBER 13 1996 by Scott D. Klopfer
# This section will declare and assign necessary arrrays
#......................................... Cloudiness Index
# This function will determine the monthly cloudiness index for any location
# in the State based on information from surrounding stations. It will use
# parallel array structure to compare monthly values.
# The array is set up for monthly measurements x 1000
# (actual value Roanoke[1]= 0.439).
array Roanoke[12]
Roanoke[1]=439
Roanoke[2]=460
Roanoke[3]=483
Roanoke[4]=504
Roanoke[5]=499
Roanoke[6]=509
Roanoke[7]=497
Roanoke[8]=491
Roanoke[9]=486
Roanoke[10]=494
Roanoke[11]=465
Roanoke[12]=429
array Richmond[12]
Richmond[1]=423
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Richmond[2]=450
Richmond[3]=474
Richmond[4]=500
Richmond[5]=499
Richmond[6]=507
Richmond[7]=491
Richmond[8]=486
Richmond[9]=483
Richmond[10]=474
Richmond[11]=448
Richmond[12]=415
array Norfolk[12]
Norfolk[1]=444
Norfolk[2]=471
Norfolk[3]=497
Norfolk[4]=533
Norfolk[5]=534
Norfolk[6]=542
Norfolk[7]=513
Norfolk[8]=509
Norfolk[9]=497
Norfolk[10]=491
Norfolk[11]=486
Norfolk[12]=446
array Greensboro[12]
Greensboro[1]=455
Greensboro[2]=481
Greensboro[3]=504
Greensboro[4]=532
Greensboro[5]=528
Greensboro[6]=529
Greensboro[7]=516
Greensboro[8]=512
Greensboro[9]=501
Greensboro[10]=509
Greensboro[11]=491
Greensboro[12]=456
array Knoxville[12]
Knoxville[1]=392
Knoxville[2]=425
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Knoxville[3]=455
Knoxville[4]=504
Knoxville[5]=449
Knoxville[6]=515
Knoxville[7]=499
Knoxville[8]=502
Knoxville[9]=487
Knoxville[10]=498
Knoxville[11]=440
Knoxville[12]=390
array Patuxant[12]419
Patuxant[1]=419
Patuxant[2]=452
Patuxant[3]=468
Patuxant[4]=493
Patuxant[5]=500
Patuxant[6]=512
Patuxant[7]=503
Patuxant[8]=495
Patuxant[9]=491
Patuxant[10]=476
Patuxant[11]=443
Patuxant[12]=406
array Charleston[12]
Charleston[1]=344
Charleston[2]=371
Charleston[3]=400
Charleston[4]=435
Charleston[5]=465
Charleston[6]=480
Charleston[7]=466
Charleston[8]=461
Charleston[9]=461
Charleston[10]=454
Charleston[11]=385
Charleston[12]=334
# The UTM coordinates of the stations (in order:Roanoke, Richmond, Norfolk,
# Greensboro, Knoxville, Patuxant, Charleston) are as follows:
array stat_x[7]
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array stat_y[7]
stat_x[1]=411.6691
stat_y[1]=62.6038
stat_x[2]=413.4724
stat_y[2]=83.6850
stat_x[3]=405.4738
stat_y[3]=93.6970
stat_x[4]=399.0240
stat_y[4]=62.8808
stat_x[5]=393.0270
stat_y[5]=26.5044
stat_x[6]=423.5147
stat_y[6]=91.6197
stat_x[7]=423.0080
stat_y[7]=46.8487
# This section will open the appropriate input and output files
GetInputRaster (DEM)
GetInputRaster (HORZRAD)
GetOutputRaster (JANHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (FEBHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (MARHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (APRHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (MAYHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (JUNHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (JULHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (AUGHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (SEPHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (OCTHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (NOVHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (DECHSR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
utm=GetGeorefObject(DEM)
i=NumLins(DEM)
j=NumCols(DEM)
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lins=i
cols=j
# This section will determine the yearly cloudiness index by month
loopcount1=1 # these values will provide output to the screen
loopcount2=1 # to let the user know the status of the program.
for each DEM[i,j] begin
ObjectToMap(DEM,j,i,utm,x,y)
if (loopcount2==1000) then begin
print ("Process ",int((loopcount1/(lins*cols))*100)," complete")
loopcount2=1
end # counter

array distance[7]
for count= 1 to 7 begin
distance[count]=(((stat_x[count]-(x/10000))^2.0) + (stat_y[count]-(y/10000))^2.0)^0.5
end # for count distance
invsum=0
for count= 1 to 7 begin
invsum=invsum + 1/distance[count]
end # for invsum
array distcomp[7]
for count=1 to 7 begin
distcomp[count]=(1/distance[count])/invsum
end # for distcomp
array cloudindx[12]
for countA=1 to 12 begin
cloudindx[countA]=((Roanoke[countA]/1000)*distcomp[1])+((Richmond[countA]/1000)
*distcomp[2])+
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((Norfolk[countA]/1000)*distcomp[3])+((Greensboro[countA]/1000)*distcomp[4])+
((Knoxville[countA]/1000)*distcomp[5])+((Patuxant[countA]/1000)*distcomp[6])+
((Charleston[countA]/1000)*distcomp[7])
end # for cloud index
# This section will actually calculate horizontal radiation using constants for
# Virginia as reported by Lawrence from Budyko. Both constants are 0.38 in
# Virginia.
horizrad=0
# this subsection will determine the correct column to use based on lat
if (y>=4376353) then begin
latcol=6
end # lat > 39.5
if ((y<4376353) and (y>=4265353)) then begin
latcol=5
end # lat < 39.5 and >38.5
if ((y<4265353) and (y>=4154366)) then begin
latcol=4
end # lat <38.5 and > 37.5
if ((y<4154366) and (y>=4043393)) then begin
latcol=3
end # lat < 37.5 and > 36.5
if ((y<4043393) and (y>=3932434)) then begin
latcol=2
end # lat <36.5 and > 35.5
if (y<3932434) then begin
latcol=1
end # lat < 35.5
for countC= 1 to 12 begin
array moday[12]
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moday[1]=30
moday[2]=29
moday[3]=31
moday[4]=30
moday[5]=31
moday[6]=30
moday[7]=31
moday[8]=31
moday[9]=30
moday[10]=31
moday[11]=30
moday[12]=31
alat=(latcol*0.5)+34.5
lat=int(alat)
frac=alat-lat
if (HORZRAD[countC,latcol]> HORZRAD[countC,latcol+1]) then begin
temprad=HORZRAD[countC,latcol]-((HORZRAD[countC,latcol]HORZRAD[countC,latcol+1])*frac)
pot_rad=((temprad/30.4)*moday[countC])
end \
else
pot_rad=((HORZRAD[countC,latcol]/30.4)*moday[countC])
horizrad=pot_rad*(1-(.38+.38*(1-cloudindx[countC]))*(1-cloudindx[countC]))

if (countC ==1) then begin
JANHSR=horizrad
end # JAN
if (countC ==2) then begin
FEBHSR=horizrad
end # FEB
if (countC ==3) then begin
MARHSR=horizrad
end # MAR
if (countC ==4) then begin
APRHSR=horizrad
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end # APR
if (countC ==5) then begin
MAYHSR=horizrad
end # MAY
if (countC ==6) then begin
JUNHSR=horizrad
end # JUN
if (countC ==7) then begin
JULHSR=horizrad
end # JUL
if (countC ==8) then begin
AUGHSR=horizrad
end # AUG
if (countC ==9) then begin
SEPHSR=horizrad
end # SEP
if (countC ==10) then begin
OCTHSR=horizrad
end # OCT
if (countC ==11) then begin
NOVHSR=horizrad
end # NOV
if (countC ==12) then begin
DECHSR=horizrad
end # DEC
horizrad=0
end # month loop
loopcount1=loopcount1+1
loopcount2=loopcount2+1
end # each pixel
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The following C++ program was written to create a data reference raster for values of
potential solar radiation on slopes and horizontal surfaces. The resulting array of data was
imported to TNT-MIPS and used in the final solar radiation calculation.

/* This program will attempt to calculate the potential direct solar insolation
on sloping surfaces. (Swift and Luxmoore 1973) It will follow equations
outlined by both Lawrence (1976) and Young (1994) for calculating
these values.*/
/* This program will create an output file using the slope, aspect and latitude
classes outlined by Lawrence. It will take each class and determine the
direct solar radiation for that category and output the value to file*/
// LAST MODIFIED JULY 30 1996 by Scott D. Klopfer
#include<iostream.h>
#include<fstream.h> // for file stream functions
#include<math.h>
const float PI=acos(-1.0);
const float SOLARCONST=1.95;
int main () {

double SlopeSR (int,int,float,int);
ofstream outFile;

outFile.open("m:\p_radslp.dat"); // create new output file for potential
// solar radiation on slopes
int jdate,slopecount,aspectcount,latitudecount;
int slope,aspect;
float latitude,directsolarradslope;

for (jdate=173;jdate<=178;jdate++) {
for (slopecount=4;slopecount<=4;slopecount++) {
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for (aspectcount=2;aspectcount<=2;aspectcount++) {
for (latitudecount=1;latitudecount<=1;latitudecount++) {
slope=(slopecount-1)*2; // converts slopecount to actual value in degrees
aspect=aspectcount*45; // same for aspect
latitude=(36.5+(latitudecount-1)*0.5); // same for latitude
directsolarradslope=SlopeSR(slope,aspect,latitude,jdate); // calls solar
radiation determining function
outFile << directsolarradslope<< " ";
if (slopecount== 2) {
outFile << endl;
}
} // ends latitudecount for loop
} // ends aspectcount for loop
} // ends slopecount for loop

cout << jdate << " " << directsolarradslope<< endl;
} // ends jdate for loop
return 0;
} // ends main function
/***********************************************************************
****/
//===============================================================
==========//
/***********************************************************************
***/
/* This section will take care of function declarations. NOTE: Each function
will be nested within the other. File scope is not required for all functions.
Some variables do require file scope however.*/
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double SlopeSR (int slope,int aspect,float latitude,int juliandate) {
double r_slope,r_aspect,r_latitude,returnsunmap; // holds radian values
// for each
double RadConvert (float); // func declaration for radian conversion
double SunMap (int,double,double,double); // func declaration for SunMap
r_slope=RadConvert(float (slope)); // convert slope in degrees to slope
// in rads
r_aspect=RadConvert(float (aspect));
r_latitude=RadConvert(latitude);
cout << r_slope <<" "<<r_aspect<<" "<<r_latitude<<endl;
double equivlat, along, denom; // the horizontal latitude equivalent of
// slope-aspect-latitude factors
equivlat=asin((cos(r_slope)*sin(r_latitude))+(sin(r_slope)*cos(r_latitude)*
cos(r_aspect))); // calculates the equivalent horizontal latitude for the slopeaspect-latitude
denom=(cos(r_slope)*cos(r_latitude))-(sin(r_slope)*sin(r_latitude)*
cos(r_aspect)); // need to deal with denom separatly later...
if (denom == 0) {
denom=.0000000001;
}
along=atan((sin(r_slope)*sin(r_aspect))/denom);
if (denom <0) {
along=along+PI;
}
returnsunmap=SunMap (juliandate, along, equivlat, r_latitude);
cout <<"SunMap returned "<<returnsunmap<<endl;
return returnsunmap;
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} // end function
/***********************************************************************
******/
double SunMap (int juliandate, double along, double equivlat,double r_latitude){
// Declare necessary sub-functions to the function
double Rad (double,double,double,float, float); // func declaration for Rad
double DayLength (double, double); // func declaration to determine daylength
// Declare variables
double E,declin,R1,R4,R3; //declin is solar declination at slope;
float time,time0,time1,time2,time3,time4,time5,time6,time7;
double along2=0.0; // dummy variable needed for R3 calculation
declin=asin(.39785*sin(4.8690+(.0172*juliandate)+(.03345*sin(6.2241+.0172*juliandate)
))); // something to do with days???
E=1.0-(0.0167*cos((juliandate-3)*0.0172)); // used to calculate a radius measure for the
Earth relative to the Sun
R1=(60*SOLARCONST)/(E*E); // first part of daily irradience at a given slope
time=DayLength(equivlat,declin); // these time variables try to deal with differing
slope/aspect combinations thus modifing day length
time6=-time-along;
time7=time-along;
time1=DayLength(r_latitude, declin);
time0=-time1;
time2=time0;
if (time6 >time0) {
time2=time6;
}
time3=time1;
if (time7 < time1) {
time3=time7;
}
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if (time3<time2) {
time3=time2;
}
time6=time6+2.0*PI;
if (time6 >= time1) {
time7=time7-2.0*PI;
if (time7<=time0) {
R4=R1*Rad(equivlat, along, declin, time2, time3);
R3=R1*Rad(r_latitude,along2, declin, time0, time1);
if (R3 != 0) {
cout << "the R4/R3 ratio is (1) " << R4/R3 << endl;
return R4/R3;
}
}
}// ends if time6>=time1
time4=time6;
time5=time1;
R4=R1*Rad(equivlat, along, declin, time2, time3);
R4=R4+R1*Rad(equivlat, along, declin, time4, time5);
R3=R1*Rad(r_latitude,along2, declin, time0, time1);
if (R3 != 0) {
cout << "the R4/R3 ratio is (2)" << R4/R3<<endl;
return R4/R3;
}
else {
return 0;
}
}// end of function
/***********************************************************************
double Rad (double equivlat, double along,double D, float timeA,float timeB ) {
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double output=0;
output= (sin(D)*sin(equivlat)*(timeB-timeA)*3.82)+(cos(D)*cos(equivlat)*
(sin(timeB+along)-sin(timeA+along))*3.82);
return output;
}
/**********************************************************************/
/* Requires latitude input in radians*/
double DayLength (double inlat, double declin) {
double tata;
tata=tan(inlat)*tan(declin);
if (tata <-1.0) {
return 0.0;
}
if (tata>1.0) {
tata=1.0;
}
cout << "acos (-tata) is " << acos(-tata) <<endl;
return acos(-tata);
}
/**********************************************************************/
double RadConvert (float input) {
return input*PI/180;
}
/**********************************************************************/
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The following TNT-MIPS SML program was used to combine the data obtained from the
previous 2 programs and to calculate the actual solar radiation falling on various surfaces
in Virginia.

#===============================================================
# This program will determine the ratio to use for estimating the potential
# solar radiation (monthly) falling on a surface. It will then output the
# estimated solar radiation to a file. This is the last process in a series
# for determining monthly solar radiation on a sloping surface.
#==============================================================
#
# Software: TNT-Mips
# LAST MODIFIED SEPTEMBER 13, 1996 by Scott D. Klopfer
# Get the locations and names of the files needed
GetInputRaster (DEM)
GetInputRaster (SLOPE)
GetInputRaster (ASPECT)
GetInputRaster (P_SR_SLP) # this is the data raster copied from tables
# provided by the C++ program which calculates
# potential SR on surfaces of differing slope
# and aspect combinations.
GetInputRaster (JANHSR)
GetInputRaster (FEBHSR)
GetInputRaster (MARHSR)
GetInputRaster (APRHSR)
GetInputRaster (MAYHSR)
GetInputRaster (JUNHSR)
GetInputRaster (JULHSR)
GetInputRaster (AUGHSR)
GetInputRaster (SEPHSR)
GetInputRaster (OCTHSR)
GetInputRaster (NOVHSR)
GetInputRaster (DECHSR)
GetOutputRaster (JAN_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (FEB_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (MAR_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (APR_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (MAY_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
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GetOutputRaster (JUN_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (JUL_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (AUG_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (SEP_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (OCT_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (NOV_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
GetOutputRaster (DEC_SR, NumLins(DEM), NumCols(DEM), "32bitfloatpt")
utm=GetGeorefObject(DEM)
i=NumLins(DEM)
j=NumCols(DEM)
lines=i
cols=j
loopcount1=1 # will provide output to screen to inform the user on
loopcount2=1 # the status of the procedure.
for each DEM[i,j] begin
ObjectToMap (DEM,j,i,utm,x,y)

if (loopcount2==2000) then begin
print("Process ",int((loopcount1/(lines*cols))*100)," % complete")
loopcount2=1
end #
aspect=ASPECT #(in degrees)
slope=SLOPE #(in degrees)
latitude=(y/110785.8);
if (aspect == -1) then begin
aspect=1
end # if aspect
slopeclass=int(slope/2)+1
# determines the position in the table
aspectclass=int(aspect/45)+1 # for each of these factors.
latclass=2(latitude-36.5)+1
array jday_mo[13]
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jday_mo[1]=1
jday_mo[2]=32
jday_mo[3]=61
jday_mo[4]=92
jday_mo[5]=122
jday_mo[6]=153
jday_mo[7]=183
jday_mo[8]=214
jday_mo[9]=245
jday_mo[10]=275
jday_mo[11]=306
jday_mo[12]=336
jday_mo[13]=367
for mocount=1 to 12 begin # controls procedure for each month
horiz=0
# horizontal radiation component
slopecomp=0 # set up slope component
ratio=0
# will hold the value for potential:actual ratio (index)
# the next section will determine on which Julian date the month
# begins and ends, then sums the daily SR for that entire period
# and outputs the value.

for daycount=jday_mo[mocount] to jday_mo[mocount+1]-1 begin
if ((jday_mo[mocount] >= 173) and (jday_mo[mocount] <=355)) then begin
startdate=jday_mo[mocount]
end # in between
if ((jday_mo[mocount] < 173) and (jday_mo[mocount] >0)) then begin
startdate=(173-jday_mo[mocount])+173
end # below 173
if (jday_mo[mocount] > 355) then begin
startdate=355-(jday_mo[mocount]-355)
end # above 355
startplace=startdate-172 # converts to raster line of correct value
horiz=horiz+P_SR_SLP[startplace, latclass]
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slopecomp=slopecomp+P_SR_SLP[startplace, ((56*(slopeclass-1))+(8*
(aspectclass-1))+(latclass-1))+1]
end #day count
ratio=slopecomp/horiz # this line calculates the potential:actual ratio
if (mocount ==1) then begin
JAN_SR=JANHSR*ratio
end # if JAN
if (mocount ==2) then begin
FEB_SR=FEBHSR*ratio
end # if FEB
if (mocount ==3) then begin
MAR_SR=MARHSR*ratio
end # if MAR
if (mocount ==4) then begin
APR_SR=APRHSR*ratio
end # if APR
if (mocount ==5) then begin
MAY_SR=MAYHSR*ratio
end # if MAY
if (mocount ==6) then begin
JUN_SR=JUNHSR*ratio
end # if JUN
if (mocount ==7) then begin
JUL_SR=JULHSR*ratio
end # if JUL
if (mocount ==8) then begin
AUG_SR=AUGHSR*ratio
end # if AUG
if (mocount ==9) then begin
SEP_SR=SEPHSR*ratio
end # if SEP
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if (mocount ==10) then begin
OCT_SR=OCTHSR*ratio
end # if OCT
if (mocount ==11) then begin
NOV_SR=NOVHSR*ratio
end # if NOV
if (mocount ==12) then begin
DEC_SR=DECHSR*ratio
end # if DEC
end # monthly loop
loopcount1=loopcount1+1
loopcount2=loopcount2+1
end # pixel for loop
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Appendix 2. TNT-MIPS programs used to estimate temperature.
#===============================================================
# Standard temperature estimation algorithm for interpolating temperature at
# a point of interest using a distance weighting algotithm and existing
# temperature at a given point. It will also adjust temperature using
# elevation at a collection point.
#
# Software: TNT-Mips (SML Language)
# Programmer: Scott D. Klopfer
#===============================================================
# This section decalares all input/output rasters
GetInputRaster(TEMPDATA)
GetInputRaster(GEOSTAT)
GetInputRaster(DEM)
utm=GetGeorefObject(DEM)
# call the weather station locations "GEODATA" where column 1 is long,
# 2 is lat and 3 is elevation
# This section will open all necessary output rasters
i=NumLins(DEM)
j=NumCols(DEM)
totalpixels=i*j
CreateRaster(JAN, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","JANTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,JAN)
CreateRaster(FEB, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","FEBTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,FEB)
CreateRaster(MAR, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","MARTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,MAR)
CreateRaster(APR, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","APRTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,APR)
CreateRaster(MAY, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","MAYTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,MAY)
CreateRaster(JUN, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","JUNTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,JUN)
CreateRaster(JUL, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","JULTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,JUL)
CreateRaster(AUG, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","AUGTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
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CopySubobjects(DEM,AUG)
CreateRaster(SEP, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","SEPTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,SEP)
CreateRaster(OCT, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","OCTTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,OCT)
CreateRaster(NOV, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","NOVTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,NOV)
CreateRaster(DEC, "e:/va_mintp.rvc","DECTEMP"," ",i,j, "32bitfloatpt")
CopySubobjects(DEM,DEC)
#+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
# Determine the 5 closest weather stations
for each DEM[i,j] begin
ObjectToMap(DEM,j,i,utm,x,y)
long=84-((x-234882.5)/88384) # converts to UTM 17 ** NOTE: use
# of GetGeorefParms() and converting
# with MIPS SML is much faster.
lat=y/110785.8

# converts latitude

array closest[5] # will hold the final 5 weather stations
array closestid[5] # will hold the ID numbers of closest weather stations
array elevation[5] # holds elevational data for temperature adjustment
for count=1 to 5 begin
closest[count]=999
end #
for count=1 to 87 begin

# primes the array

# will loop for each weather station in the
# data file

distance=sqrt(((GEOSTAT[count,1]-long)^2.0)+((GEOSTAT[count,2]-lat)^2.0))
currentid=count # will hold the location for determining temps
# this will check distance for closest
for count2=1 to 5 begin
if (distance< closest[count2]) then begin
# this will cycle higher distances down the array
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for count3=count2 to 5 begin
hold=closest[count3]
holdid=closestid[count3]
closest[count3]=distance
closestid[count3]=currentid
distance=hold
currentid=holdid
end # for count3 loop
end # if statement
end # for count2
distance=0
end # ends for count each weather station
# the next section will read in the temperature data for each station,
# determine the cooling rate as a function of elevation, and output the
# the values to the correct output channel.
sumdist=0
for count=1 to 5 begin # sum the inverse distances
sumdist=sumdist+(1/closest[count])
end # for summing distances
array distcomp[5] # will hold the distance portion of each station
for count=1 to 5 begin # calculate the distance components
distcomp[count]=(1/closest[count])/sumdist
end # for calculating distance components
# Read in temperatures from data files and convert to Celsius
array temp[5]
array elev[5]
array adjtemp[5]
# the 5 closest temperature stations remain the same. Once these are
# known, we can go to that location on the data raster and extract
# the 12 temperature values for that station. The monthly temps
# will be read into a 12 number array.
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for mocount=1 to 12 begin
for count2=1 to 5 begin
temp[count2]=TEMPDATA[closestid[count2],mocount]
elev[count2]=GEOSTAT[closestid[count2],3]
end # priming both arrays

# Convert temps to Celcius
for count2=1 to 5 begin
temp[count2]=(temp[count2]-32)/1.8
end #
# determine the elevational adjustment
# first determine the range of elevations
maxelev=-10
minelev=10000
mintemp=100
maxtemp=-100
for count2= 1 to 5 begin
if (elev[count2]>maxelev) then begin
maxelev=elev[count2]
maxtemp=temp[count2]
end # max
if (elev[count2]<minelev) then begin
minelev=elev[count2]
mintemp=temp[count2]
end # min
end # find min/max elev and temp
elevdiff=maxelev-minelev
tempdiff=maxtemp-mintemp
# NOTE: elevation should be in meters
tempadj=abs(tempdiff/elevdiff)*100
# Determine adjusted temperture at each site
for count2=1 to 5 begin
adjtemp[count2]=(((elev[count2]-DEM[i,j])/100)*tempadj)+temp[count2]
end # for assigning adjusted temps
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# Use adjusted temperature to estimate temperature
tempest=0
for count2=1 to 5 begin
tempest=tempest+(adjtemp[count2]*distcomp[count2])
end # for tempest
# The resulting mean monthly temperature will be written to
# an output file- one for each month.
# Output to the correct output channel
if (mocount==1) then JAN=tempest
if (mocount==2) then FEB=tempest
if (mocount==3) then MAR=tempest
if (mocount==4) then APR=tempest
if (mocount==5) then MAY=tempest
if (mocount==6) then JUN=tempest
if (mocount==7) then JUL=tempest
if (mocount==8) then AUG=tempest
if (mocount==9) then SEP=tempest
if (mocount==10) then OCT=tempest
if (mocount==11) then NOV=tempest
if (mocount==12) then DEC=tempest
end # month count loop
end # for each pixel
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Appendix 3. TNT-MIPS programs used to estimate precipitation.

# This SML program will calculate monthly mean precipitation using an inverse
# distance squared weighting program. It will utilize precipitation data
# collected from 133 NOAA weather stations located in Virginia, West Virginia,
# Kentucky, Maryland, and North Carolina. The closest 5 weather sttions will
# be used to interpolate the mean monthly precipitation.
#
# Platform: TNT-MIPS
# LAST MODIFIED SUNDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1997 by Scott D. Klopfer
# NOTE: all file names refer to a specific image and are interchangeable
GetInputRaster(PRECIPDATA)
GetInputRaster(GEOSTAT)
GetInputRaster(DEM300)
utm=GetGeorefObject(DEM300)
# GEODATA is file containing locations of weather station data where column 1
# is longitude and 2 is latitude.
i=NumLins(DEM300)
j=NumCols(DEM300)
CreateRaster(JANPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","JANPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,JANPRP)
CreateRaster(FEBPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","FEBPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,FEBPRP)
CreateRaster(MARPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","MARPRECP","
",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,MARPRP)
CreateRaster(APRPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","APRPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,APRPRP)
CreateRaster(MAYPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","MAYPRECP","
",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,MAYPRP)
CreateRaster(JUNPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","JUNPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,JUNPRP)
CreateRaster(JULPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","JULPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,JULPRP)
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CreateRaster(AUGPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","AUGPRECP","
",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,AUGPRP)
CreateRaster(SEPPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","SEPPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,SEPPRP)
CreateRaster(OCTPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","OCTPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,OCTPRP)
CreateRaster(NOVPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","NOVPRECP","
",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,NOVPRP)
CreateRaster(DECPRP, "g:/va_precp/1434prcp.rvc","DECPRECP"," ",i,j,"8bitunsigned")
CopySubobjects(DEM300,DECPRP)
numofstations=133 # total number of referrence weather stations used
# Determine the 5 closest weather stations
for each DEM300[i,j] begin
ObjectToMap(DEM300,j,i,utm,x,y)
long=84-((x-234882.5)/88384) # converts longitude UTM to decimal degrees
lat=y/110785.5 # converts lat to decimal degrees
array closest[5] # will hold final 5 closest weather stations
array closestid[5] # will hold the corresponding id numbers
for count=1 to 5 begin
closest[count]=99999
end # will prime the array
for count=1 to numofstations begin
distance=sqrt(((GEOSTAT[count,2]-long)^2.0)+((GEOSTAT[count,1]-lat)^2.0))
currentid=count # holds the number of the station currently evaluated
# this will check if the distance is closer than current 5 closest
for count2=1 to 5 begin
if (distance<closest[count2]) then begin
# this will cycle distances down the array
for count3=count2 to 5 begin
hold=closest[count3]
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holdid=closestid[count3]
closest[count3]=distance
closestid[count3]=currentid
distance=hold
currentid=holdid
end # for cycle loop
end # if statement
end # for count2
distance=0
end # ends for each weather station
# The next section will read in the appropriate precipitation value for each
# station then calculate the estimated precip and output that value to the
# appropriate monthly output raster.
sumdistsq=0
for count=1 to 5 begin
sumdistsq=sumdistsq+(1/closest[count]^2.0)
end # calculating sumdistsq
array distcomp[5] # will hold the weighting factor for each station
for count=1 to 5 begin
distcomp[count]=(1/closest[count]^2.0)/sumdistsq
end #
# The next section will read in precip values
array precip[5] # array to hold precipitation value
for mocount=1 to 12 begin
for count=1 to 5 begin
precip[count]=PRECIPDATA[closestid[count],mocount]
precip[count]=precip[count]*25.4 # converts inches to mm
end # priming precip array
# Determine estimated precip at point of interest
precipest=0
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for count=1 to 5 begin
precipest=precipest+(precip[count]*distcomp[count])
end # precipitation estimate
# Output the result to the correct output raster
if (mocount==1) then JANPRP=precipest
if (mocount==2) then FEBPRP=precipest
if (mocount==3) then MARPRP=precipest
if (mocount==4) then APRPRP=precipest
if (mocount==5) then MAYPRP=precipest
if (mocount==6) then JUNPRP=precipest
if (mocount==7) then JULPRP=precipest
if (mocount==8) then AUGPRP=precipest
if (mocount==9) then SEPPRP=precipest
if (mocount==10) then OCTPRP=precipest
if (mocount==11) then NOVPRP=precipest
if (mocount==12) then DECPRP=precipest

if ((i%1500)==0) then print ("Precipest is ", precipest)
end # for each month
end # for each pixel
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Appendix 4. TNT-MIPS and C++ programs used to estimate potential
evapotranspiration.
#===============================================================
# This program will use formulas and tables from Thornwaite and Mather (1957)
# to determine monthly potential evapotranspiration (PET) for raster images
# using monthly mean temperature and location for input.
#===============================================================
#
# Software: TNT-Mips
# LAST MODIFIED JANUARY 24 1996 by Scott Klopfer

# NOTE: file names can be interchanged

#............................Function Declaration
#===============================================================
# Remember, the array goes from 32 to 104 so each temperature will need
# to have 31 subtracted from it
func loadHeatIndex(MONAVG) begin
heatindex=0
if (MONAVG<32) then begin
return heatindex
end #if (MONAVG<32)
inttemp=int(MONAVG)
decml=MONAVG-inttemp
# This section will determine the correct Heat Index from Table 1
heatindex=HEATINDEX[inttemp-31,int(decml*10)+1]
return heatindex
end # func LoadHeatIndex(MONAVG)
#===============================================================
# This function will round the input number to the nearest half degree
func halfIt(x) begin
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intinput=int(x)
decinput=x-intinput
if (decinput<.25) then begin
adder=0
end#if <.25
if ((decinput>=.25) and (decinput<.75)) then begin
adder=.5
end# if >=.25 and <.75
if (decinput>=.75) then begin
adder=1
end # if >=.75
output=intinput+adder
return output
end # HalfIt function
#===============================================================
# This section will load and assign the correct data rasters and arrays
array i_val[12]
array montemp[12]
GetInputRaster(DEM)
# The input rasters should be rounded to the nearest half degree before being
# used for this operation
# NOTE:TEMPS SHOULD BE IN F OR BE CONVERTED!!!!!
OpenRaster(JANAVGTEMP, "d:/1434mean.rvc","JANTEMP")
OpenRaster(FEBAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","FEBTEMP")
OpenRaster(MARAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","MARTEMP")
OpenRaster(APRAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","APRTEMP")
OpenRaster(MAYAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","MAYTEMP")
OpenRaster(JUNAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","JUNTEMP")
OpenRaster(JULAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","JULTEMP")
OpenRaster(AUGAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","AUGTEMP")
OpenRaster(SEPAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","SEPTEMP")
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OpenRaster(OCTAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","OCTTEMP")
OpenRaster(NOVAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","NOVTEMP")
OpenRaster(DECAVGTEMP, "d:1434mean.rvc","DECTEMP")
GetInputRaster(HEATINDEX)
GetInputRaster(UNPET)
CreateRaster(ANNPET, "d:/1434APET.RVC", "ANNPET", " ",NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(JANPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "JANPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(FEBPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "FEBPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(MARPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "MARPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(APRPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "APRPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(MAYPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "MAYPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(JUNPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "JUNPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(JULPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "JULPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(AUGPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "AUGPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(SEPPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "SEPPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(OCTPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "OCTPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(NOVPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "NOVPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
CreateRaster(DECPET, "d:/1434pet.rvc", "DECPET", " ", NumLins(DEM),
NumCols(DEM),"32bitfloatpt")
utm=GetGeorefObject(DEM)
i=NumLins(DEM)
j=NumCols(DEM)
#............................Begin the loop for each cell
for each DEM[i,j] begin
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montemp[1]=JANAVGTEMP # need to divide by 100 if temp data is not in 32 real
montemp[2]=FEBAVGTEMP # NOTE: Original temperature data was stored
montemp[3]=MARAVGTEMP #
in 16 bit int files, so all temperatures
montemp[4]=APRAVGTEMP #
were multiplied by 100 (i.e 22.13 --> 2213)
montemp[5]=MAYAVGTEMP
montemp[6]=JUNAVGTEMP
montemp[7]=JULAVGTEMP
montemp[8]=AUGAVGTEMP
montemp[9]=SEPAVGTEMP
montemp[10]=OCTAVGTEMP
montemp[11]=NOVAVGTEMP
montemp[12]=DECAVGTEMP
# Convert from Celsius
for count=1 to 12 begin
montemp[count]=(montemp[count]*1.8)+32
end # temp conversion
i_Sum=0
for countA= 1 to 12 begin
i_val[countA]=loadHeatIndex(montemp[countA])
end#countA= 1 to 12
for count=1 to 12 begin
i_val[count]=halfIt(i_val[count])
montemp[count]=halfIt(montemp[count])
end# count HalfIt
for countB=1 to 12 begin
i_Sum=i_Sum+i_val[countB]
end# for countB
# This section will use the i_Sum to determine the unadjusted PET for each
# month
array monupet[12]
for countC=1 to 12 begin
petlins=((montemp[countC]-32)*2)+1
petcols=(int((i_Sum-25)/2.5))+1
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if (petlins<1) then begin
petlins=1
end#petlins fix
if (petcols<1) then begin
petcols=1
end#petcols fix
monupet[countC]=UNPET[petlins,petcols]
end# monupet[12]
sumunpet=0
for count=1 to 12 begin
sumunpet=sumunpet + monupet[count]
end # for sum unpet
# This section will convert the unadjusted PET through amount of daylight
# via latitude and reference to tables
ObjectToMap(DEM,j,i,utm,x,y) # Gets georef info for current pixel
array lat40[12]
lat40[1]=25.2
lat40[2]=24.9
lat40[3]=30.9
lat40[4]=33.3
lat40[5]=37.2
lat40[6]=37.5
lat40[7]=38.1
lat40[8]=35.4
lat40[9]=31.2
lat40[10]=28.8
lat40[11]=24.9
lat40[12]=24.3
array lat39[12]
lat39[1]=25.5
lat39[2]=25.2
lat39[3]=30.9
lat39[4]=33.3
lat39[5]=36.9
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lat39[6]=37.2
lat39[7]=37.8
lat39[8]=35.4
lat39[9]=31.2
lat39[10]=28.8
lat39[11]=25.2
lat39[12]=24.6
array lat38[12]
lat38[1]=25.5
lat38[2]=25.2
lat38[3]=30.9
lat38[4]=33.0
lat38[5]=36.9
lat38[6]=37.2
lat38[7]=37.5
lat38[8]=35.1
lat38[9]=31.2
lat38[10]=28.8
lat38[11]=25.2
lat38[12]=24.9
array lat37[12]
lat37[1]=25.8
lat37[2]=25.5
lat37[3]=30.9
lat37[4]=33.0
lat37[5]=36.6
lat37[6]=36.9
lat37[7]=37.5
lat37[8]=35.1
lat37[9]=30.9
lat37[10]=29.1
lat37[11]=25.5
lat37[12]=24.9
array lat36[12]
lat36[1]=26.1
lat36[2]=25.5
lat36[3]=30.9
lat36[4]=33.0
lat36[5]=36.3
lat36[6]=36.6
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lat36[7]=37.2
lat36[8]=34.8
lat36[9]=30.9
lat36[10]=29.1
lat36[11]=25.8
lat36[12]=25.2
array monsun[12]
if (y>=4376353) then begin
for countD= 1 to 12 begin
monsun[countD]=lat40[countD]
end #countD
end #if (y>LAT39.5)
if ((y<4376353) and (y>=4265353)) then begin
for countD= 1 to 12 begin
monsun[countD]=lat39[countD]
end #countD
end #if (y<utmlat39.5) and (y>=LAT38.5)
if ((y<4265353) and (y>=4154366)) then begin
for countD= 1 to 12 begin
monsun[countD]=lat38[countD]
end #countD
end #if (y<LAT38.5) and (y>=utmlat37.5)
if ((y<4154366) and (y>=4043393)) then begin
for countD= 1 to 12 begin
monsun[countD]=lat37[countD]
end #countD
end #if (y<LAT37.5) and (y>=utmlat36.5)
if (y<4043393) then begin
for countD= 1 to 12 begin
monsun[countD]=lat36[countD]
end #countD
end #if (y<LAT36)
array adjPET[12]
sumadjPET=0
for countE= 1 to 12 begin
adjPET[countE]=monupet[countE] * monsun[countE]
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sumadjPET=sumadjPET+adjPET[countE]
end# countE

# This section will write the adjusted monthly PET to the appropriate
# output channel
JANPET=adjPET[1]
FEBPET=adjPET[2]
MARPET=adjPET[3]
APRPET=adjPET[4]
MAYPET=adjPET[5]
JUNPET=adjPET[6]
JULPET=adjPET[7]
AUGPET=adjPET[8]
SEPPET=adjPET[9]
OCTPET=adjPET[10]
NOVPET=adjPET[11]
DECPET=adjPET[12]
ANNPET=sumadjPET
end #for each pixel
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/* This program will create the raster files necessary to estimate PET from
Thornwaite and Mather (1957). This particular program will create the
unadjusted PET index table. It will be a generic ASCII raster.*/
// THIS PROGRAM LAST MODIFIED JULY 23 1996 by Scott Klopfer
#include<iostream.h> // for the output file
#include<fstream.h> // for cin and cout comands
// Open the output file
ofstream upet;
// Prompt user for input
int main() {
upet.open("M:\unadjpet.DAT"); // outputs heat index to a table

float temp=32.0,h_indx;
float unadjpet;
while (temp<101) { //for lines
h_indx=25.0;
while(h_indx<141) {

// for columns

cout << " Please enter the unadjusted PET for " << temp <<
" and " << h_indx << " : ";
cin >> unadjpet;
cout << endl;
h_indx=h_indx+2.5;
// Write the value to the ouput file
upet << unadjpet/100 <<","; // makes entering data easier
//
-comma delimited
} // ends h_indx while loop
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upet << endl;
temp=temp+0.5;
} // ends temp while loop
return 0;
}
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Appendix 5. List of NOAA weather stations used for Temperature and Precipitation
Extimation and their locations.
Geographic location in decimal degrees and elevation in meters of the (NOAA) weather
stations used to as input for TEMPEST SML program. All geographic and elevation data
are taken from NOAA Climatography of the United States No. 81 1961-1990.
State and Station Name

Longetude

Latitude

Elevation (m)

78.83
77.48
75.92
79.52
77.98
78.43
80.42
81.33
85.02
78.52
78.47
79.40
77.37
80.00
78.00
78.93
79.38
78.38
80.30
77.45
80.92
76.78
77.30
79.83
78.28
76.35
77.93
79.43
77.72
78.00

37.37
37.75
36.67
37.35
39.15
38.52
37.18
37.08
37.07
38.03
36.83
36.82
38.20
37.80
38.47
38.45
36.58
37.33
36.93
38.32
36.67
36.68
37.30
38.00
36.60
37.08
36.77
37.78
39.12
38.03

277
67
2
297
183
1077
610
1006
180
265
155
195
67
375
13
427
125
137
792
27
727
24
12
682
76
3
91
323
152
128

Virginia
Appomatix
Ashland
Back Bay NWR1
Bedford
Berryville
Big Meadows
Blacksburg
Burkes Garden
Charlotte Court House
Charlottesville
Chase City
Chatham
Corbin
Covington Filter Plant
Culpepper
Dale Enterprise
Danville-Bridge Street
Farmville
Floyd
Fredricksburg
Galax-WBOB
Holland
Hopewell
Hot Springs
John Kerr Dam
Langley
Lawrenceville
Lexington
Lincoln
Louisa
continued
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Luray
Lynchburg
Mathews
Monterey
Mount Weather
Norfolk
Painter
Pennigton Gap
Philpott Dam
Piedmont Research Station
Pulaski
Richmond
Roanoke
Rocky Mount
Staunton
Stuart
Suffolk Lake Kilby
Tangier Island
Timberville
Walkerton
Warrenton
Warsaw
Washington-Dulles Airport
Washington National
West Point
Williamsburg
Winchester
Wise
Wytheville

78.38
79.20
76.28
79.58
77.88
76.20
75.82
83.05
80.03
78.12
80.75
77.33
79.97
79.90
79.03
80.27
76.60
76.00
78.72
77.05
77.77
76.77
77.45
77.03
76.83
76.70
78.12
82.57
81.08

38.67
37.33
37.45
38.42
39.07
36.90
37.58
36.75
36.78
38.22
37.05
37.50
37.32
37.00
38.15
36.63
36.73
37.83
38.65
37.75
38.68
37.98
38.95
38.85
37.52
37.30
39.18
36.97
36.93

274
279
2
890
524
7
9
460
342
157
564
50
350
376
422
443
7
2
305
15
152
43
88
3
5
21
207
783
747

83.33
83.73
83.27

36.85
36.60
37.92

355
358
233

77.33
76.07
78.18

39.22
38.57
39.70
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2
130

Kentucky
Baxter
Middlesboro
West Liberty
Maryland
Boyds
Cambridge
Hancock Fruit Lab
continued
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La Plata
National Arboretum
Oakland
Princess Anne
Savage River Dam

77.00
76.98
79.40
75.68
79.13

38.53
38.90
39.40
38.22
39.52

43
15
738
6
456

76.20
77.42
80.62
78.62
79.70
81.30

36.32
36.40
36.52
36.28
36.38
36.40

2
40
314
152
271
876

81.00
80.13
81.55
81.98
77.98
78.87
80.22
78.77
79.52
80.53
80.30

37.43
38.18
37.37
37.87
39.40
38.87
38.67
39.33
38.68
37.55
37.80

777
640
436
195
162
495
844
204
930
643
585

North Carolina
Elizabetrh City
Jackson
Mount Airy
Oxford
Reidsville
Transou
West Virginia
Athens Concord
Buckeye
Gary
Logan
Martinsburg
Mathias
Pickins
Romney
Spruce Knob
Union
White Sulpher Springs
* National Wildlife Refuge
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Geographic location in decimal degrees and elevation in meters of the 133 (NOAA)
weather stations used to as input for PRECIPEST SML program. All geographic and
elevation data are taken from NOAA Climatography of the United States No. 81 19611990.

State and Station Name

Latitude

Longitude

36.90
37.10
37.37
37.75
37.35
39.15
38.52
37.18
37.10
37.70
37.05
37.53
37.55
37.08
37.07
38.03
36.83
36.62
38.25
37.10
38.20
37.80
37.80
38.05
37.63
38.47
36.58
36.68
37.33
38.32
38.15

80.73
79.30
78.83
77.48
79.52
77.98
78.43
80.42
81.10
78.30
78.93
79.68
78.55
81.33
78.70
78.52
78.47
78.57
76.97
80.13
77.37
80.00
80.00
79.38
77.80
78.00
79.38
77.55
78.38
77.45
78.57

Virginia
Allisonia
Altavista
Appomatox
Ashland
Bedford
Berryville
Big Meadows
Blacksburg
Bland
Bremo Bluff
Brookneal
Buchanan
Buckingham
Burkes Garden
Charlotte Court House
Charlottesville
Chase City
Clarksville
Colonial Beach
Copper Hill
Corbin
Covington
Covington Filter Plant
Craigsville
Crozier
Culpepper
Danville-Bridge Street
Emporia
Farmville
Fredricksburg
Free Union
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Galax Radio WBOB
Glen Lyn
Gordonsville
Goshen
Grundy
Holcomb's Rock
Holland
Hopewell
Hot Springs
Huddleston
John Kerr Dam
Kerr's Creek
Lafayette
Langley
Lawrenceville
Lexington
Lincoln
Luray
Lynchburg
Manassas
Marion Evap Station
Martinsville
Mathews
Meadows of Dan
Monterey
Mount Weather
Newport
Norfolk
Painter
Palmyra
Pennington Gap
Philpott Dam
Piedmont Research Station
Powhatan
Radford
Richmond
Roanoke
Rockfish
Rocky Mount
Staunton Sewage Plant
Stony Creek

36.67
37.37
38.08
37.98
37.27
37.50
36.68
37.30
38.00
37.13
36.60
37.85
37.23
37.08
36.77
37.78
39.12
38.67
37.33
38.78
36.82
36.70
37.45
36.67
38.42
39.07
37.32
36.90
37.58
37.87
36.75
36.78
38.22
37.55
37.13
37.50
37.32
37.80
37.00
38.15
36.92

80.92
80.87
78.18
79.50
82.08
79.27
76.78
77.30
79.83
79.53
78.28
79.58
80.22
76.35
77.93
79.43
77.72
78.38
79.20
77.50
81.52
79.88
76.28
80.45
79.58
77.88
80.52
76.20
75.82
78.25
83.05
80.03
78.12
77.93
80.55
77.33
79.97
78.75
79.90
79.03
77.35

continued
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Stuart
Suffolk-Lake Kilby
Tangier Island
The Plains
Timberville
Troutdale
Tye River
Vienna-Dunn Loring
Wallaceton-Lake Drummond
Warrenton
Washington
Washington-Dulles Airport
Washington National WSCMO
West Point
Williamsburg
Winchester
Wise
Woolwine
Wytheville

36.63
36.73
37.83
38.90
38.65
36.67
37.63
38.90
36.60
38.68
38.67
38.95
38.85
38.85
37.30
39.18
36.97
36.72
36.93

80.27
76.60
76.00
77.75
78.72
81.40
78.93
77.22
76.43
77.77
78.18
77.45
77.03
76.83
76.70
78.12
82.57
80.28
81.08

36.85
37.22
37.30
36.78
37.55
37.15
36.60

83.33
82.58
82.35
83.75
82.17
82.93
83.73

39.22
38.57
38.93
39.65
39.70
38.53
38.90
39.40
39.03

77.33
76.07
77.12
77.73
78.18
77.00
76.98
79.40
77.25

Kentucky
Baxter
Burdine
Elkhorn City
Fourmile KY Util Park
Freeburn
Jeremiah
Middlesboro
Maryland
Boyds
Cambridge Water Treat. Plant
Dalecarla Reservoir
Hagerstown
Hancock Fruit Lab
La Plata
National Arboretum
Oakland
Potomac Filter Plant
continued
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Princess Anne
Savage River Dam

38.22
39.52

75.68
79.13

North Carolina
Arcola
Danbury
Eden
Elizabeth City
Henderson
Jackson
Jefferson
Mount Airy
Oxford
Roxboro
Sparta

36.30
36.42
36.52
36.32
36.37
36.40
36.42
36.52
36.28
36.40
36.47

77.98
80.22
79.75
76.20
78.42
77.42
81.43
80.62
78.62
79.00
81.15

38.18
38.67
37.37
39.38
37.73
38.87
37.37
38.68
37.55
38.55
39.10
37.80
37.67

80.13
79.32
81.55
77.88
81.58
78.87
81.08
79.52
80.53
80.03
78.58
80.30
82.28

West Virginia
Buckeye
Franklin
Gary
Kearneysville
Kopperston
Mathias
Princeton
Spruce Knob
Union
Valley Head
Wardensville Farm
White Sulpher Springs
Williamson
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